PEOPLE MENTIONED IN WALDEN
PEOPLE MENTIONED OR ALMOST MENTIONED IN WALDEN:
THE MAN WITH A MAGGOT IN HIS HEAD

WALDEN: I sometimes despair of getting any thing quite simple and
honest done in this world by the help of men. They would have to
be passed through a powerful press first, to squeeze their old
notions out of them, so that they would not soon get upon their
legs again, and then there would be some one in the company with
a maggot in his head, hatched from an egg deposited there nobody
knows when, for not even fire kills these things, and you would
have lost your labor.
SAM PATCH
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WALDEN: Every man is the lord of a realm beside which the earthly
empire of the Czar is but a petty state, a hummock left by the
ice. Yet some can be patriotic who have no self-respect, and
sacrifice the greater to the less. They love the soil which makes
their graves, but have no sympathy with the spirit which may still
animate their clay. Patriotism is a maggot in their heads.
LAFAYETTE
SAM PATCH
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1788
July:

In North Reading, Massachusetts, Mayo Greenleaf Patch, age 22, got married with the pregnant Abigail
McIntire, age 17 — a descendant of a transported Scot prisoner of war sold here as a white slave per the
clemency of Oliver Cromwell.1

ESSENCE IS BLUR. SPECIFICITY,
THE OPPOSITE OF ESSENCE,
IS OF THE NATURE OF TRUTH.

1. This is the sole case I have been able to learn of, of a Scottish prisoner of war transported to America at the middle of the 17th
Century and sold here as a white slave per the clemency of Lord Protector Cromwell who had been unable promptly to mask this
sad history and absorb himself and his family into the immigrant population under one or another new American identity.
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1789
Early in this year, the recently married Abigail McIntire Patch gave birth to a daughter, initially named Polly
Patch. This daughter would not be baptized.2
Winter: Archelaus McIntire, father of the bride Abigail McIntire Patch, loaned his impoverished new son-in-law Mayo
Greenleaf Patch the funds with which to purchase a small home with an adjacent cordwainer cottage, and
granted him use of the land upon which these buildings stood.

ESSENCES ARE FUZZY, GENERIC, CONCEPTUAL;
ARISTOTLE WAS RIGHT WHEN HE INSISTED THAT ALL TRUTH IS
SPECIFIC AND PARTICULAR (AND WRONG WHEN HE CHARACTERIZED
TRUTH AS A GENERALIZATION).

2.

Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang).
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1790
Early in the year: The newlyweds Mayo Greenleaf Patch and Abigail McIntire Patch moved with their infant daughter
Polly Patch into their home in North Reading, Massachusetts.

“HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE” BEING A VIEW FROM A PARTICULAR
POINT IN TIME (JUST AS THE PERSPECTIVE IN A PAINTING IS A VIEW
FROM A PARTICULAR POINT IN SPACE), TO “LOOK AT THE COURSE OF
HISTORY MORE GENERALLY” WOULD BE TO SACRIFICE PERSPECTIVE
ALTOGETHER. THIS IS FANTASY-LAND, YOU’RE FOOLING YOURSELF.
THERE CANNOT BE ANY SUCH THINGIE, AS SUCH A PERSPECTIVE.

Sam Patch
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1791
Abigail McIntire Patch gave birth to a son, Greenleaf Patch. This lad would not be baptized.

YOUR GARDEN-VARIETY ACADEMIC HISTORIAN INVITES YOU TO CLIMB
ABOARD A HOVERING TIME MACHINE TO SKIM IN METATIME BACK
ACROSS THE GEOLOGY OF OUR PAST TIMESLICES, WHILE OFFERING UP
A GARDEN VARIETY OF COGENT ASSESSMENTS OF OUR PROGRESSION.
WHAT A LOAD OF CRAP! YOU SHOULD REFUSE THIS HELICOPTERISH
OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORICAL PAST, FOR IN THE REAL WORLD THINGS
HAPPEN ONLY AS THEY HAPPEN. WHAT THIS SORT WRITES AMOUNTS,
LIKE MERE “SCIENCE FICTION,” MERELY TO “HISTORY FICTION”:
IT’S NOT WORTH YOUR ATTENTION.
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1794
Abigail McIntire Patch gave birth to a daughter, initially named Nabby Patch. This child would not be
baptized.

THE TASK OF THE HISTORIAN IS TO CREATE HINDSIGHT WHILE
INTERCEPTING ANY ILLUSION OF FORESIGHT. NOTHING A HUMAN CAN
SEE CAN EVER BE SEEN AS IF THROUGH THE EYE OF GOD.
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1798
Abigail McIntire Patch gave birth to a son, Samuel Patch, who soon died.

“NARRATIVE HISTORY” AMOUNTS TO FABULATION,
THE REAL STUFF BEING MERE CHRONOLOGY
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1799
Samuel Patch was born to Greenleaf Patch, a ne’er-do-well opportunist prone to “drunkenness and
melancholy,” and Abigail McIntire Patch, an unfortunate young woman from a respectable rural family.
The Patches would be forced to move around on the edge of poverty and eventually would need to settle in
woebegone Pawtucket, Rhode Island. There they would send this son Samuel whom they had not bothered to
baptize, at age 7 or 8, not to school but into a monotonous and dangerous cotton mill perched on the edge of
the falls of the Blackstone River (Samuel Slater’s White Mill, before its expansion). Eventually the lad would
become a boss spinner, working the spinning mule. After hours, in his late teens, he and others would enjoy
jumping off a bridge and a high rooftop into a pool of aerated or “soft” water at the base of Pawtucket Falls.
He would become known by a renown catchphrase, “Some things can be done as well as others.”3

PEOPLE MENTIONED IN WALDEN
Henry Thoreau would at least implicitly mention Sam Patch in WALDEN, by deploying the expression “maggot
in his head,” an idiom that had in fact been coined in order to describe Sam:

WALDEN: Every man is the lord of a realm beside which the earthly
empire of the Czar is but a petty state, a hummock left by the
ice. Yet some can be patriotic who have no self-respect, and
sacrifice the greater to the less. They love the soil which makes
their graves, but have no sympathy with the spirit which may still
animate their clay. Patriotism is a maggot in their heads.
LAFAYETTE
SAM PATCH

3.

Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang).
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But still a maggot, in his head,
Told Sam he was a ninny,
To spend his life in twirling thread,
Just like a spinning Jenney.

READ THE ENTIRE PIECE OF DOGGEREL

NO-ONE’S LIFE IS EVER NOT DRIVEN PRIMARILY BY HAPPENSTANCE

Late in the year: The Patch family (Mayo Greenleaf Patch and Abigail McIntire Patch, with their children Polly Patch,
Greenleaf Patch, Nabby Patch, and Samuel Patch) moved on from North Reading, to Danvers on the outskirts
of Salem, Massachusetts.

LIFE IS LIVED FORWARD BUT UNDERSTOOD BACKWARD?
— NO, THAT’S GIVING TOO MUCH TO THE HISTORIAN’S STORIES.
Sam Patch
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LIFE ISN’T TO BE UNDERSTOOD EITHER FORWARD OR BACKWARD.

Sam Patch
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1803
Early in the year: The Patch family moved on, from Danvers, Massachusetts to Marblehead.

THE FUTURE IS MOST READILY PREDICTED IN RETROSPECT

Abigail McIntire Patch gave birth to a son, Isaac Patch. Although not one of her previous children had been
baptized, Isaac was baptized at the 2d Congregational Church in Marblehead, Massachusetts, a church of
which neither the mother nor the father Mayo Greenleaf Patch was a member.
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1807
The Patch family (Mayo Greenleaf Patch and Abigail McIntire Patch, with their children Polly, Greenleaf,
Nabby, Samuel, and Isaac) moved on, from Marblehead MA to Pawtucket, Rhode Island. It would have been
at this point that at age 7 or 8, Sam Patch, instead of being sent to school, would be sent into the monotonous
and dangerous cotton mill perched on the edge of the falls of the Blackstone River. Eventually he would
become a boss spinner, working the spinning mule. After hours, in his late teens, he and others would enjoy
jumping off a bridge and a high rooftop into a pool of aerated or “soft” water at the base of Pawtucket Falls.
He would become known by a renown catchphrase, “Some things can be done as well as others.”

(Life is, after all, the art of the possible. Life wasn’t being especially kind to Sam but he would be making the
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best of it that he could.)

“MAGISTERIAL HISTORY” IS FANTASIZING: HISTORY IS CHRONOLOGY

April: Abigail McIntire Patch and her daughter Molly Patch were baptized at the 1st Baptist Church in
Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

Sam Patch
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1812
In Pawtucket, Rhode Island, Mayo Greenleaf Patch abandoned his wife and children.

WHAT I’M WRITING IS TRUE BUT NEVER MIND
YOU CAN ALWAYS LIE TO YOURSELF

Sam Patch
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1817
In Rhode Island, Nehemiah R. Knight was in charge. Asher Benjamin designed the Rhode Island Union Bank
of Newport (since demolished). The Firefly, the 1st steamboat to run a regular commercial service on
Narragansett Bay, carried President James Monroe JAMES MONROE and his party from Newport to
Providence. (In 1825 the Washington, a 131-foot steamship, would begin the serious steamship competition
on the bay, leading to the development of more and more advanced ships.) At this point the teenager Sam Patch
was making dramatic leaps off the roof of a 4-story building into the aerated churning water below the big falls
in beautiful downtown Pawtucket, so it is perfectly possible (if now unknown to us) that the President of the
United States was escorted to the site to view the children at labor inside the factories and to witness such a
blazing amazing feat of derring-do.
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Things were not so rosy, at the building site on the farm of Moses Brown where the Quakers were erecting
their Yearly Meeting School. The estimate that $16,000 would be needed for this project had proved to be way
low. The exterior of the building was complete, except for glazing, and there had been some interior finishing
work done. Early in the year, it became apparent that an additional $7,000 would be needed to finish the
building scheme. Friends William Almy and Obadiah Brown were able to pledge $3,500 and by the end of the
year the full amount would be obtained, so that construction would be able to resume during the following
building season. This sketch would be made during the process of construction:

This sketch was added to the face of a clock made by John Bailey, in the building’s sitting-room

CHANGE IS ETERNITY, STASIS A FIGMENT
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February: Mayo Greenleaf Patch, convicted of the passing of counterfeit money, entered the Massachusetts
State Prison in Charlestown CHARLESTOWN MA .

DO I HAVE YOUR ATTENTION? GOOD.

Sam Patch
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1818
Abigail McIntire Patch divorced Mayo Greenleaf Patch for his drinking, his threats, and his being in prison
in Charlestown for the passing of counterfeit money, and was granted custody of the minor children Polly,
Greenleaf, Nabby, Samuel (Sam), and Isaac.

THE FALLACY OF MOMENTISM: THIS STARRY UNIVERSE DOES NOT
CONSIST OF A SEQUENCE OF MOMENTS. THAT IS A FIGMENT, ONE WE
HAVE RECOURSE TO IN ORDER TO PRIVILEGE TIME OVER CHANGE,
A PRIVILEGING THAT MAKES CHANGE SEEM UNREAL, DERIVATIVE, A
MERE APPEARANCE. IN FACT IT IS CHANGE AND ONLY CHANGE WHICH
WE EXPERIENCE AS REALITY, TIME BEING BY WAY OF RADICAL
CONTRAST UNEXPERIENCED — A MERE INTELLECTUAL CONSTRUCT.
THERE EXISTS NO SUCH THING AS A MOMENT. NO “INSTANT” HAS
EVER FOR AN INSTANT EXISTED.

August: Mayo Greenleaf Patch, released from the Massachusetts State Prison in Charlestown MA,
disappeared finally from the pages of history.
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1826
March: Prior to the successful leap of the Genesee Falls in Rochester, New York by Sam Patch during
November 1829, three persons had been accidentally swept over the brink, one during this month, one during
January 1827, and one during November 1827. (Of those three unfortunates, only one would live to tell the
tale.)
TIMELINE OF ACCIDENTS

“The only lesson of history is that there are no lessons
of history.”
— A.J.P. Taylor

THE FUTURE CAN BE EASILY PREDICTED IN RETROSPECT

Sam Patch
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1827
January: Prior to the successful leap of the Genesee Falls in Rochester, New York by Sam Patch during
November 1829, three persons had been accidentally swept over the brink, one during March 1826, one during
this month, and one during November 1827. (Of those three unfortunates, only one would live to tell the tale.)
TIMELINE OF ACCIDENTS

BETWEEN ANY TWO MOMENTS ARE AN INFINITE NUMBER OF MOMENTS,
AND BETWEEN THESE OTHER MOMENTS LIKEWISE AN INFINITE NUMBER,
THERE BEING NO ATOMIC MOMENT JUST AS THERE IS NO ATOMIC POINT
ALONG A LINE. MOMENTS ARE THEREFORE FIGMENTS. THE PRESENT
MOMENT IS A MOMENT AND AS SUCH IS A FIGMENT, A FLIGHT OF THE
IMAGINATION TO WHICH NOTHING REAL CORRESPONDS. SINCE PAST
MOMENTS HAVE PASSED OUT OF EXISTENCE AND FUTURE MOMENTS
HAVE YET TO ARRIVE, WE NOTE THAT THE PRESENT MOMENT IS ALL
THAT EVER EXISTS — AND YET THE PRESENT MOMENT BEING A
MOMENT IS A FIGMENT TO WHICH NOTHING IN REALITY CORRESPONDS.

Sam Patch
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September 30, Sunday: Sam Patch had relocated to Paterson, New Jersey, where the industrialist Tim Crane
had bought up some land at the side of Passaic Falls that had been used by working-class people for their pic
nics and on it had been creating a hoity-toity pleasure garden, building over the falls a bridge to this garden,
on which a toll was being charged in order to keep out the riff-raff:

The working-class locals, enraged at this exclusionary toll, began to beat up the children he employed as toll
takers. When Crane staged a celebration of his “improvements,” Patch participated in the working-class
protest by jumping 70 feet off the bridge in front of a large crowd. He jumped wearing the marching uniform
of his craft guild, which must have been a political statement of sorts. Then during a class-based dispute over
the town’s 4th-of-July celebration, he would make the jump again. Then during the town’s first labor walkout,
he would make the jump again. This of course began to attract media attention. Having shaken the dust of
Rhode Island from off his sandals, he was coming to be termed “The Jersey Leaper.”
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 29th [sic] of 9 M / Father Rodman in Supplication in the
Morng & in testimony in the afternoon Meeting - both pretty good
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meetings RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

NEVER READ AHEAD! TO APPRECIATE SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1827 AT ALL
ONE MUST APPRECIATE IT AS A TODAY (THE FOLLOWING DAY,
TOMORROW, IS BUT A PORTION OF THE UNREALIZED FUTURE AND IFFY
AT BEST).

October 17, Wednesday: Something about Sam Patch out of the New-York Evening Post was repeated in the
Massachusetts Spy:
They saw a man making towards
stood perfectly erect, and in
the rock into the river.... The
said that Mr. Crane had done a
another.

Sam Patch

the edge of the precipice. [He]
this posture threw himself from
man, whose name is Samuel Patch,
great thing, and he meant to do
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1828
July 2, Wednesday: Lydie, a ballet by Ferdinand Herold to a scenario by Aumer, was performed for the initial
time, in the Paris Opera.
After Sam Patch had made his famous leap at the Passaic Falls in September of the previous year, an
explanation for his conduct had begun to be offered. Patch, unlucky in love, had been drunk and had attempted
to put an end to his miseries. It had been nothing but a failed suicide leap. On this day Patch was interviewed
by the local newspaper, and attempted to explain — that that simply wasn’t it:
I am perfectly sober and in possession of my proper faculties,
and [leaping waterfalls] is nothing more than an art which I
have knowledge of and courage to perform, an art which I have
practiced from my youth.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 2nd of 7th M 1828 / Understanding this forenoon that my
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dear long beloved cousin Bathsheba Gould had fell & hurt her hip
& lay in a manner that it was likely she could continue long I
went up this evening with my wife to see her - I found her very
low, & tho’ from her Advanced age & feebleness of body she had
been for sometimes very weak & childish in mind & at times a
little Shattered in her intellects, yet this evening She was
entirely sensible & very sweet in spirit - This she always was,
for I have seldom known a person in all situations in life more
uniformly concientious & desirous to live in the life of the
spirit of Truth - When she was told that I was in the room, she
said Oh is it Stephen, I always loved Stephen, & when he was a
little child his Aunt Patty Gould brought him to our house &
laid him on my bed to sleep, so she did — She repeated this over
twice & then after laying quiet a while she said - I cant remain
so long, I am a very poor weak creature - I am glad thou hast
come to be with me a little while. — When I got up to go away
she bid me very affectionately farewell & repeated her
professions of love & wished me to come again — When my wife
went to the bed she recognized her & expressed her love to her
saying Oh yes it is Hannah I always loved thee, I have one son
& his name is John, he has gone away & and I hope he will live,
she spoke of my wifes Services to Friends & said considerable
besides evincing her love for friends. - all in childlike
simplicity
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

FIGURING OUT WHAT AMOUNTS TO A “HISTORICAL CONTEXT” IS WHAT
THE CRAFT OF HISTORICIZING AMOUNTS TO, AND THIS NECESSITATES
DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN THE SET OF EVENTS THAT MUST HAVE
TAKEN PLACE BEFORE EVENT E COULD BECOME POSSIBLE, AND MOST
CAREFULLY DISTINGUISHING THEM FROM ANOTHER SET OF EVENTS
THAT COULD NOT POSSIBLY OCCUR UNTIL SUBSEQUENT TO EVENT E.

Sam Patch
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Our national birthday, Friday the 4th of July: This was Nathaniel Hawthorne’s, or Hathorne’s, 24th birthday.
Waldo Emerson went to McLean’s Asylum in Charlestown MA to see how his brother Edward Bliss Emerson
was getting along, but the person in charge turned him away, insisting that it would not be good for the patient
to be visited at this point (one wonders what was going on).
At 4:30PM, Sam Patch again leaped the Passaic Falls, this time before a crowd estimated at 3,000 to 5,000:
“One thing can be done as well as another.”

CELEBRATING OUR

B-DAY

That evening Timothy Crane was staging a tickets-only display of fireworks at his Forest Garden, across his
new toll bridge on the far side of the Passaic Falls, “where the refinements of taste and art combined with the
varied and romantic beauties of nature, to afford pleasure and satisfaction to the numerous company present.”
(It is to be noted that this was the first 4th-of-July celebration at Paterson NJ to feature such advertised
commercial attractions, as in the previous year the fireworks display had been paid for by the municipality and
had been free to all.)
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Returning to Boston harbor from a cruise, the frigate Constitution fired “a salute in honor of the day.”
President John Quincy Adams officiated at the ground-breaking ceremony of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
north of Georgetown, with Benjamin Wright as Chief Engineer. Nathan Roberts was appointed to the board of
engineers. (The C&O Canal would turn out to require 22 years.)
The last surviving signatory to the Declaration of Independence, Charles Carroll, keynoted the beginning of
construction on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad west from Baltimore which had been chartered in the
previous year, by symbolically laying the 1st stone. (This B&O would become the 1st railroad in the US to
carry passengers as well as freight.)4

At the end of his 6-month contract, William Lloyd Garrison resigned from the National Philanthropist.

IT IS NO COINCIDENCE THAT IT IS MORTALS WHO CONSUME OUR
HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS, FOR WHAT WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO DO IS
EVADE THE RESTRICTIONS OF THE HUMAN LIFESPAN. (IMMORTALS,
WITH NOTHING TO LIVE FOR, TAKE NO HEED OF OUR STORIES.)

July 16, Wednesday: With Sam Patch making famous daring leaps at the Passaic Falls, an explanation for his
conduct had begun to be offered. Patch, unlucky in love, a drunkard, was attempting to take his own life.
On this day Patch was again interviewed by the local newspaper, and again attempted to explain — that simply
wasn’t what this was about:
I am perfectly sober and in possession of my proper faculties,
and [leaping waterfalls] is nothing more than an art which I
have knowledge of and courage to perform, an art which I have
practiced from my youth.

4. This 1st stone would be recovered in 1898, and would at that point have been buried by successive fills over the years, some six
feet down. It is now relocated to the B&O company museum that has been opened in 1952. (The parking lot for this museum is over
the site of the original 1830 station, and it is a replacement station, built in 1851, which serves as this exhibit’s entrance hall.)
—Things change, they really change.
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CONTINGENCY
ALTHOUGH VERY MANY OUTCOMES ARE OVERDETERMINED, WE TRUST
THAT SOMETIMES WE ACTUALLY MAKE REAL CHOICES.

Sam Patch
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July 19, Saturday afternoon: Sam Patch, promised $15 for his daring exploit, again jumped the Passaic Falls.
This gratified a crowd of 6,000 to 10,000 persons — a crowd considerably larger than the entire permanently
resident population of Paterson, New Jersey.

“One thing can be done as well as another.”
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 19th of 7 M 1828 / Went this Afternoon in John Peters
boat to Connanicut, from his house walked up to John Weedens,
attended to the buisness I went upon & lodged there —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

ONE COULD BE ELSEWHERE, AS ELSEWHERE DOES EXIST.
ONE CANNOT BE ELSEWHEN SINCE ELSEWHEN DOES NOT.
(TO THE WILLING MANY THINGS CAN BE EXPLAINED,
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THAT FOR THE UNWILLING WILL REMAIN FOREVER MYSTERIOUS.)

Sam Patch
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1829

Our national birthday, Saturday the 4th of July: This was Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 25th birthday.
According to an almanac of the period, “Navigation opened on the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, by the
removal of the embankment at the summit level. Cornerstone of an edifice for the accommodation of the
United States’ Mint, laid at Philadelphia.”

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
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Sam Patch leaped at Little Falls on the Passaic River: “One thing can be done as well as another.”

CELEBRATING OUR

B-DAY

The Chesapeake and Delaware Canal was complete. The embankments at the summit of the canal were opened
and water filled the canal, with large crowds and the Mayor of Philadelphia, Benjamin W. Richards, in
attendance.
The ceremonial laying of the cornerstone of one of the Eastern locks of the C&O Canal near Georgetown was
canceled on account of rain. It must not have been raining in Augusta, Maine, for a corner stone of the “New
State House” was ceremonially laid. It must not have been raining in Cincinnati, for an illuminated balloon 15
feet in diameter was sent aloft.
General Van Ness, on behalf of the Board of Aldermen and Common Council of Washington DC, presented a
written statement of confidence to President Andrew Jackson — because at the moment he was encountering
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in that city a significant degree of unpopularity.
Lowell Mason directed the music at Boston’s celebration. At 4PM at the orthodox Congregationalist church
on Park Street on Beacon Hill, William Lloyd Garrison made his 1st major antislavery speech, “Dangers to the
Nation” (in attendance was John Greenleaf Whittier). Expected to orate acceptably in favor of colonization as
a way to dispose of American blacks and restore racial separation, he instead espoused abolitionism in the
name of freedom and of equal rights.5

James Henry Hammond, at the age of 25, opinioned at the Columbia Presbyterian Church that the citizenry
had begun “to question the value of the American Union ... Patience under usurpation is a word for slaves.”

YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT EITHER THE REALITY OF TIME OVER THAT OF
CHANGE, OR CHANGE OVER TIME — IT’S PARMENIDES, OR
HERACLITUS. I HAVE GONE WITH HERACLITUS.

August 6, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day After attending to some necessary concerns in Newport
we rode to Portsmouth & attended the Quarterly Meeting, which
was a time of favour — Jabez Greene of Cornwall NYork preached
a little followed by a lively & very acceptable testimony by
Saml Newett of Sandwich Quarter & also by Sarah Tucker. — In the
Meeting for buisness we were favour’d in transacting our
concerns & particularly in appointing a committee to extend care
5. During the following decade of the 1830s the number of free black Americans would increase by nearly 86,000 to over 319,000
while the American Colonization Society would raise some $113,000, but by use of that money only 1,430 freed American blacks
would be transported from “our” shores toward Liberia. (A significant %age of such persons had been freed on condition that they
were to “volunteer” for such transportation to a foreign shore.)
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to Meetings & individuals who may be apprehended to be in a State
of insolvency or in doubtful circumstances. -this appeared to
be a very necessary step in this day of great peril & confusion
of trade when many are breaking & falling in peices in their
outward affairs Loyd Greene was appointed to the Station for an Elder which was
cordially united with
After Meeting we rode immediately to Bristol ferry & had a
pleasant Ride to Warren where we stoped, rested our horse & got
some drink — when we proceeded homeward & arrived at the School
House before dark. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Per the New-York Enquirer, Sam Patch leaped from the high mast of a sloop into the Hudson River at
Hoboken:
Hoboken — this day, 6th instant — Mr. Patch, whose wonderful and
intrepid leaps from the Peake of Paterson Falls, to the abyss
below, (having been gracefully repeated), announces his
intention of making a similar experiment for the gratification
of the citizens of New York, THIS DAY, from an elevation of about
90 to 100 feet, now erecting within a few rods of the ferry
house. From the Hoboken shaded green, will be afforded a
comfortable and delightful view of this eccentric novelty.
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(Sam fell badly this time, and would develop a bruise near one of his eyes.)

NOBODY COULD GUESS WHAT WOULD HAPPEN NEXT

Sam Patch

“Stack of the Artist of Kouroo” Project
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October 7, Wednesday, and October 17, Saturday,: The 22-year-old Sam Patch had traded the name “The
Jersey Leaper” for “The Yankee Leaper.” He was traveling with a pet bear cub on a chain and a pet fox on a
rope. It was more fun than working in a Pawtucket, Rhode Island factory! This first of the Niagara Falls’s many
daredevils planned to make his drop from a platform at the top of a 125-foot ladder chained to the cliff wall
opposite the Cave of the Winds, below Goat Island — not into the Bridal Veil Falls itself but into the swirling
aerated waters of the Niagara below it.6 There was a reason why this event was taking place in October. These
fall festivals at the Falls were designed by the hotelkeepers and saloonkeepers to attract local yokels and
farmers and thus extend their operating season after the crowds of fashionable touristy swells had departed. A
couple of years before, 10,000 to 50,000 had witnessed a shipfull of animals go over the Horseshoe Falls to
their deaths. The drop into the waters below Table Rock would pay Sam Patch $75. To get to his platform, he
needed to go out to the Table Rock and then descend the Biddle Stairs for 80 feet. His platform was constructed
from the scaffolding that had recently been utilized during the erection of the Biddle Stairs, and leaned out
about 40 feet from the cliff face. The platform was 120 feet above the surface of the river below the falls. On
the platform with him was a US flag. He would stand on the platform for ten minutes or so before kissing the
flag and taking his plunge. The platform would vibrate as he leaped, and he would seem to be having difficulty
maintaining his balance. He would enter the water with one knee bent. Would the assembled audience get what
they had hoped they would get, that is, would they witness a death? Despite the fact that Patch would not die

6. There were a number of such crowd-pleasing events. For instance, the schooner Superior was sent over the falls, only to hang up
unspectacularly on the rocks near Goat Island. The locals were in the habit of setting off black powder charges to blast sections of
the cliff face into the gorge. At one point there was a plan to blast away a quarter of Table Rock, for the sheer spectacle of it, although
local authorities interfered because they feared the course of the river would be changed so much that the Welland Canal would be
drained.
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a reasonably good time would be had by all, and we may hope that the local prostitutes were able to secure an
adequate business. He was delayed a day in his arrival, and then on the day he made his jump, bad weather
limited the size of the crowd. Scheduled to perform his act of daring at noon, he was delayed because a chain
broke and the top part of his ladder fell. At 4PM he dropped from the 98-foot mark of the ladder, accomplishing
a 120-foot plunge. A boat was circling his entry point — but he did not appear. Finally the crowd spotted him
pulling himself onto the rocks of the shore. He announced that he would make the jump again, and on Saturday
the 17th a crowd of 10,000 would gather to witness him accomplish this, dropping this time a few feet farther.
He was making himself into the “Evel Knievel” of the 19th Century.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 7 of 10 M / Our frd Rowland Greene attended our Meeting
at the Institution & had good service among us.
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 8, Thursday: In a letter to the New-York Commercial Advertiser:
The jumping of the illustrious Mr. Samuel Patch of New Jersey.
(This was followed by an account of Sam Patch’s Niagara jump.)
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 8 of 10 M / I attended Meeting in Providence Our frd Wm
Almy was largely engaged in testimony his opening was “Spare thy
people Oh Lord & give not thy heritage to reproach & the heathen
to rule over us.” it was a deep searching testimony & one in
which I fully united. — In the eveng recd at letter from My H
at Newport informing me that she & John were pleasantly with our
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friends there & that John expected to leave for NYork this Day
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 17, Saturday morning: Coming down from Buffalo, New York aboard the steamboat Niagara, Sam
Patch leaped 50 feet from the foreyard arm into the river.
November 18, Wednesday: In the Massachusetts Spy:
Sam Patch jumped down the falls at Rochester on the 6th inst.
in presence of 10,000 gapers.
The Leipzig Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung denominated Fryderyk Franciszek Chopin “one of the brightest
meteors on the musical horizon.”
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 18 of 11 M / Meeting Silent at the School House - In the
Afternoon Attended the funeral of Amy Hadwen wife of Charles
Hadwen it was a very solid opportunity — Wm Almy preached & Anne
A Jenkins prayed. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 25, Wednesday: In Baltimore, a monument to George Washington was completed.
At the conclusion of his final concert in München the conductor Johann Hartmann Stuntz pressed a crown of
laurels on the head of Nicolò Paganini — whereupon the virtuoso burst into tears.
Something about Sam Patch appeared in the Massachusetts Spy:
His last jump at Genesee Falls, N.Y.
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November 6, Friday: After his Niagara leaps, the 22-year-old Sam Patch, who had become the “Evel Knievel”
of the century, had hurried to Rochester, New York, the midpoint of the Erie Canal, to fulfill a jumping

commitment before the river there froze. He jumped the Upper Genesee Cataract privately for practice,
witnessed by his companion Joe Cochrane. Then on this day, Patch had been advertised to make his 99-foot
leap at 2PM, and showed up a little before 3PM, accompanied by his pet bear cub. Of the three persons who
had been accidentally swept over the brink of the Genesee Falls, one in March 1826, one in January 1827, and
one in November 1827, only one had been able to survive the plunge. The crowd was variously estimated at
6,000 to 10,000. There would be a report, which evidently was untrue, that:
The performance was not yet concluded, as he returned from
below, having a good-sized black bear with him, who seemed
unwilling to go over where Sam did. After much wrestling Sam
finally forced him to do so. The bear made several promiscuous
turns, then sat bolt upright in mid-air until he struck the water
stern first, from which he soon struck for shore.
The collections from the crowd were disappointing, and he would deliberately pick the unlucky date of Friday
the 13th to repeat the feat for a larger audience.
Felix Mendelssohn left his London lodgings for the 1st time in six weeks. He had been laid up since his
accident of September 17.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 6th of 11th M 1829 / The committee was large harmonious
& comfortable - Visted the Schools & found them promising - in
both several encouraging testimonies were delivered & in the
boys Our frd Alice Rathbone was engaged in Solemn Supplication.
In the eveng attended the Trustees Meeting at Moses Browns house
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—
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 13, Friday: William Lloyd Garrison wrote the first of two articles in The Genius of Universal
Emancipation excoriating Francis Todd for slave trafficking (this would get him thrown in jail in Baltimore
for “slander”). In the follow-up article, he would write that “[slave traffickers] are the enemies of their own
species — highway robbers and murders; and their final doom will be ... to occupy the lowest depths of
perdition.”
The New Bedford Mercury reported that “the Black Prince Abdul Rahman for whom subscriptions were raised
a short time since, is dead.”
A correspondent chortled to Fanny Wright that during her bold visit to the “burned over” district of upstate
New York, instead of contamination, instead of the monster they had led them to expect, her audiences had
experienced “only a plain republican woman.” (During that winter, pinned down in Buffalo by a snowstorm,
Fanny would on four succeeding nights be addressing packed houses.)
In Rochester, a crowd estimated at about 8,000-10,000 was waiting at the 92-foot Upper Genesee Cataract at
1PM. The newspaper was quoting Sam Patch as saying, “There’s no mistake about Sam Patch. He goes the
whole hog and, unlike too many politicians, he turns no somersets in his progress. He goes straight as an
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arrow.”

After a certain amount of celebrating in local taverns,7 Sam again attempted his jump, this time not from

7. His appearance of being half-drunk, or at least being badly hung over, would be used to great effect by the temperance movement
in Rochester.
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ground level but from a 25-foot tower he had built at the brink of the precipice. He was wearing white

pantaloons with a red sash around his waist, and a jacket. He addressed the crowd for a few minutes,8 and then
tossed in his pet bear cub. A prominent citizen had his thumb in his mouth when Sam jumped, and in the
tension of the moment he bit it off. Sam flailed his arms on the way down, and his legs were not together. There

8. Reportedly, what he said was: “Napoleon was a great man and a great general. He conquered armies and he conquered nations,
but he couldn’t jump the Genesee Falls. Wellington was a great man and a great soldier. He conquered armies and he conquered
nations, but he couldn’t jump the Genesee Falls. That was left for me to do, and I can do it, and will.”
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was a noisy impact. He was not seen after his jump.

Speculation that he had hidden in a cave at the base of the falls was dispelled months later when the river began
to thaw in March, and Silas Hudson recovered his frozen corpse at Charlotte, near the mouth of the river. Most
of the hair was gone, the face was battered, and there was a deep gash over one eye. None of the bones were
broken. His grave in the Charlotte Cemetery in Rochester would initially be marked with a wooden board
inscribed SAM PATCH — SUCH IS FAME.9 (This would be carried in a local parade and then stolen. Now
there is a bronze plaque on a cemetery stone.)

9. Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang, 2003).
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November 14, Saturday: Philadelphia’s Saturday Evening Post sneered about Sam Patch’s 1st Rochester leap,
that “Celebrity of character gives every republican a title” — note this usage of the term “Celebrity” as an
abstract noun.

Francesco IV replaced Maria Beatrice Ricciarda III as Duke of Massa and Prince of Carrara.
A setting of Hora est for chorus and organ by Felix Mendelssohn was performed for the initial time, in Berlin.
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November 21, Saturday: New-York’s The Constellation commented that Sam Patch was “indisputably the
most distinguished man of his day, with the exception of Miss Fanny Wright.” The Providence, Rhode Island
Daily Advertiser outed Sam by revealing that he had been doing honest work for a day’s pay as a mule spinner
in a mill in Pawtucket “until his vaulting ambition o’r-lept itself and the loss of his life has been the
consequence.”

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 21st of 11 M 1829 / It is one year this day of the week,
& of the Month, tomorrow, Since we left our home in Newport &
arrived at this house early in the Afternoon. — We commemorate
the day & on looking back feel abundant cause of gratitude - in
that we have been favourd to get along (at least) pretty well no very thorny parth has fallen to our lot & yet we have not
been devoid of trials —
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The Year has been passed as pleasantly as generally falls to the
lot of Mortals & if we can finish our course here as well as we
have begun it we may well count ourselves as highly favoured. —
May we ascribe all to the Goodness & Mercy of Him who was with
Moses in the Bush. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
End of November: There was a bogus newspaper story, that Sam Patch’s body had been found.
December 2, Wednesday: To prevent unrest, President Vicente Guerero exempted the Tejas Territory of
Mexico from the antislavery decree of September 15th.
“A Monody,10 made on the late Mr. Samuel Patch, by an admirer of the Bathos,” by Robert Sands, appeared
in the New-York Commercial Advertiser:
... he dived for the sublime,
And found it.

10. For another “monody,” see July 22, 1882.
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SAM PATCH
In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 2nd of 12th M 1829 / Silent Meeting. —
This morng I awoke from a Dream just before the Clock struck
three - I at Portsmouth & on a piece of Ground near Lawtons
Gulley, where I have often been both Sleeping & waking - I
dreamed was with me a child it seemed as if he inclined to turn
in to a certain place to get some water from a certain spring I remarked to him he had better not go as it was dangerous but
he inclined to, & steped round, on my going in another position
I saw him opposite, & saw the Rock was shelving & crumbly or
rotten, of which I appraised him & requested him to step round
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& come on my side - but as he moved his foot hold gave way &
down he went into the water & tho’ it was not higher than his
middle -he was evidently hurt & crying - in agitation I awoke
This dream convey’d instruction & warning which I hope to
remember & proffit by - & I dont know but I may convey it to
[blank] believing it was for his warning as well as mine.RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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1830
February: The Berkshire Journal typically printed a poem on page 1, column 1. In this issue Seba Smith
published Major Jack Downing’s poem “Biography of Sam Patch,” a poem in which “a maggot in his head”
alerted him to the fact that “if he could do nothing else, / Most surely he could jump.”

Sam Patch of Pawtucket, Rhode Island having become for a short while a celebrated person, by making
very high jumps into bodies of water, and having on November 13th, 1829 perished during “one more”
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such feat,
Sam Patch. — We deem a suitable
notice of his life and death,
both useful and proper. — It
will deter others from jumping
from the same heights that Sam
did: and in these times of
political excitement, why may
not politicians derive a useful
moral from the same, and learn
to jump with moderation? They
should be cautious of the
cheerings and shoutings of warm
partisans,
for
verily
in
politics,
as
well
as
in
perpendicular heights, there
are some jumps which are fatal.
it is likely that Thoreau extracted from this journalistic poem on the front page of the Berkshire Journal,
reprinted on the following screens, the trope he recycled about having a maggot in one’s head:
WALDEN: I sometimes despair of getting any thing quite simple and
honest done in this world by the help of men. They would have to
be passed through a powerful press first, to squeeze their old
notions out of them, so that they would not soon get upon their
legs again, and then there would be some one in the company with
a maggot in his head, hatched from an egg deposited there nobody
knows when, for not even fire kills these things, and you would
have lost your labor.
SAM PATCH

PEOPLE OF

WALDEN
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Biography of Sam Patch
Pawtucket is a famous place,
Where cotton cloth is made,
And hundreds think it no disgrace
To labor at the trade,

Besides the maggot in his head,
Sam’s ear now felt a flee [sic];
I’ll raise some greater breezes yet —
What’s this dull town to me?

Among the spinners there was one,
Whose name was Samuel Patch;
He moped about and did his stent—
Folks thought him no great scratch.

And off he went on foot, full trot,
High hopes of fame his bosum fired,
At Patterson in Jersey State,
He stopt a while, for Sam was tired.

But still a maggot in his head
Told Sam he was a ninny,
To spend his life in twirling thread,
Just like a spinning Jenney.

And there he mounted for a jump,
And crowds came round to view it,
And all began to gape and stare.
And cry ‘how dare you do it?’

And if he would become renown’d,
And live in song or story,
’Twas time he should be looking round
For deeds of fame and glory.

But Sam ne’er heeded what they said,
His nerves want made to quiver,
And down he jumped some fifty feet,
And splashed into the river.

‘What shall I do?’ quoth honest Sam;
There is no war a brewing;
And duels are but dirty things,
Scarce worth a body’d doing.

‘Hoo-rah,’ the mob cried out amain,
‘Ho-rah,’ from every throat was
pouring.
And echo cried ‘hoo-rah’ again,
Like a thousands lions roaring.

And if I would be President,
I see I’m up a tree
For neither prints, nor Congressmen,
Have nominated me.
But still that maggot in his head
Told Sam he was a gump,
For if he could do nothing else,
Most surely he could jump.
Aye, right, quoth Sam, and out he went,
And on the bridge he stood,
And down he jumped full twenty feet,
And plunged into the flood.
And when he safely swam to land,
He stood there like a stump,
And all the gaping crowd cried out,
‘O what a glorious jump.’

Sam’s fame now spread both far and
wide,
And brighter grew from day to day,
And wheresoe’er a crowd convened,
Patch was the lion of the play.
From shipmasts he would jump in sport,
And spring from highest factory
walls;
And proclamation soon was made,
That he would leap Niagara Falls.
‘What for?’ inquired an honest Hodge,
‘Why scare to death our wives &
mothers?’
To show that some things can be done,’
Quoth Sam, ‘as well as others.’

New light now shone in Samuel’s eyes,
His heart went pit a pat:
‘Go bring a ladder here,’ he cries;
I’ll jump you more than that.

Ten thousand people thronged the shores,
And stood there all agog,
While Same approached those awful
falls,
And leapt them like a frog.

The longest ladder in the town,
Against the factory was rear’d
And Sam clomb up, and jump’d down,
And loud and long the gapers cheer’d.

And when they saw his neck was safe,
And he once more stood on his feet,
They set up such a deafening cheer,
Niagara’s roar was fairly beat.
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Patch being but a scurvy name,
The solemnly did they enact;
That he henceforward should be call’d
‘Squire Samuel O’Cataract.’
And here our hero should have stopt;
And husbanded his brilliant fame;
But ah, he took one leap too much,
And most all heroes do the same.
Napoleon’s great battle proved
His dreadful overthrow,
And Sam’s last jump was a fearful one,
And in death it laid him low.
’Twas at the falls of Gennessee,
He jumped down six score feet and five,
And in the waters deep he sunk,
And never rose again alive.
The crowd, with fingers in their mouths,
Turned homeward one by one,
And oft with sheepish looks they said,
Poor Sam’s last job is done.

February 16, Tuesday: There was another bogus newspaper story, that Sam Patch’s body had been found.
In London, the Lyceum Theatre, called also the English Opera-house, an edifice originally constructed in 1765
as an academy, was destroyed by fire (the site would be rebuilt in 1834).
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March: Silas Hudson found Sam Patch’s body. Most of the hair was gone, the face was battered, and there was
a deep gash over one eye. None of the bones were broken.
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1832
September 16, Sunday: Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote his mother in Salem from Burlington, Vermont, after
visiting the White Mountains of New Hampshire (known as the time as “the Switzerland of the United States”
and a contemporary landscape symbol of our local virtues of freedom and independence).

His reflections on locals and Irish laborers while in Burlington would appear anonymously in 1835 in the pages
of New England Magazine.
He had visited Crawford Notch. At this point he was considering going on north into Canada — and in fact
for all we know he may have made it as far as Montréal before turning back and heading along the Erie Canal
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route for Niagara Falls in his search for the picturesque and/or sublime.

Between this date and September 28th Hawthorne would pass through Rochester, New York, where he would
be informed by locals that Sam Patch was alive, having hidden behind the Genesee waterfall after his leap. To
obtain proper atmosphere, he would arrange to view these famous deadly falls at dusk and alone:
How stern a moral may be drawn from the story of poor Sam Patch!
Why do we call him a madman or a fool, when he has left his
memory around the falls of the Genesee, more permanently than
if the letters of his name had been hewn into the forehead of
the precipice? Was the leaper of cataracts more mad or foolish
than other men who throw away life, or misspend it in pursuit
of empty fame, and seldom so triumphant as he? That which he won
is as invaluable as any except the unsought glory, spreading
like the rich perfume of richer fruit from various and useful
deeds.
Thus musing, I lifted my eyes and beheld the spires, warehouses,
and dwellings of Rochester.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 16 of 9 M
but found herself
attempt it in the
She seemed better

/ My dear wife attended the Morning Meeting
so unwell that she did not think best to
Afternoon & Dr Tobey was called in. —
in the eveng
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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September 28, Friday: A printed certificate handed out after a tour under Table Rock of the Niagara Falls
informs us that on this date Nathaniel Hawthorne “passed behind the Great Falling Sheet of Water to
Termination Rock.” The rock platform overhead, which once projected out 50 feet over the cliff-base path, had

previously collapsed,11 and so, although it was still possible to pass behind the water, it really was no longer
possible for the intrepid lip-walker overhead to “feel as if suspended in the open air.” Hawthorne was viewing
the location at which Sam Patch the Yankee jumper had made his famous death-defying leaps, prior to going
on to his death in an attempt to similarly survive a leap down the Genesee Falls in Rochester, New York. In
Hawthorne’s semi-autobiographical “My Visit to Niagara,” the narrator purchases a twisted cane made by a
member of the Tuscarora tribe and adorned with images of a snake and a fish. Since he refers to this walking
stick as his “pilgrim’s staff,” and since our author evidently wasn’t all that impressed by this culmination to
his westering journey, Elizabeth McKinsey, commenting in NIAGARA FALLS: ICON OF THE AMERICAN
SUBLIME (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985, page 192), considers that such a staff might have been
“suggestive of a knowledge of good and evil” as it “might facilitate a fall from the innocence of anticipation
into experience and knowledge.” (Huh? I have no idea what she is talking about. Personally, I’d rather aim
this analysis in the direction of Henry Thoreau’s parable of the stick/stock of the Artist of Kouroo, since there
is every possibility that back home in Concord later, Thoreau would be informed of the history of this curiosity
walking stick/pilgrim’s staff.)12

11. According to Vanderwater’s THE TOURIST guidebook, preserving intact (of course) the sensational memory of a projection no
longer in actual existence, “Table Rock, which projects about 50 feet, is generally considered the most eligible place for viewing
the falls on the Canada side. The descent from the rock is by circular steps, which are enclosed; at the foot of these stairs commences
the passage under the great sheet of water where visitants are supplied with dresses and a guide. The farthest approachable distance
is Termination Rock, 153 feet from Table Rock.”
12. Presumably Hawthorne had gotten to Niagara by continuing along the route of the Erie Canal, and presumably this is about as
far west as he would get in his search for the picturesque/sublime. We are, however, lacking in evidence for these travels, other than
what we can extrapolate from various comments at various points in his fictions and in his semi-autobiographical jottings.
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1833
June: The city of Philadelphia presented President Andrew Jackson with a white horse. He was immediately
limned, astride this animal, by Ralph Eleaser Whiteside Earl.

This horse was named, or he named it, “Sam Patch,” after the famous Pawtucket, Rhode Island “jumper,” and
it would become his favorite.13 He would ride it every morning at the Hermitage during his retirement. When
the horse eventually would die, its body would be buried at the Hermitage with full military honors. This
happens to be is one Sam Patch’s, but not the other Sam Patch’s, gravestone (and from the dates on this
inscription you ought to be able to figure out for yourself, whether it marks the buried body of the man, who
received no funeral, or the buried body of the horse, which was buried with full military honors):

President Jackson also made himself during this year the first American president to ride on a railroad train
(the Baltimore & Ohio RR, completed in 1830) — the first American president, that is, other than the
presidents of the various railroad companies.
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During this year, also, “Long Knife” Jackson stopped by Norwich, Connecticut to dedicate a memorial to
Uncas, the man who had inspired James Fenimore Cooper’s THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS. Next to the stone
commemorating the sachem, there are stones for the sachem’s grandchildren — so much for this romantic idea
that Uncas was the end of his line! –Perhaps it was just a fantasy, perhaps this was just what the white man
secretly wanted?
The Compromise Tariff Act, written by Henry Clay, was passed by the United States Congress, and signed into
law by President Jackson. The law was meant to resolve the bitter conflict concerning “nullification,” inspired
by the Tariff of Abominations (1828), between industrialists in the north and cotton exporters of the South.
It stipulated that by 1842, no tariff was to exceed 20%.
President Jackson pursued the banking system with a vengeance. During this year he forced the removal of the
federal deposits from the national bank vaults, distributing them among a select group of “pet banks,” a move
that led the Senate to adopt formal resolutions censuring his actions as arbitrary and unconstitutional.
Excessive retrenchment by the bank’s president, Nicholas Biddle, created a financial depression in 1834
sufficient to win Jackson another victory over a new opposition party, the Whigs, which in the congressional
elections of 1834 represented themselves as the combined forces of all anti-Jacksonians protesting the
tyrannies of “King Andrew I.” Jackson was equally successful in foreign affairs. In 1830 a long dispute with
Britain had been ended with the reopening of British West Indian ports to American commerce. France would
be brought to heel in 1836 after resisting payment of spoliation claims dating from 1815, and in 1837, Jackson
would formally recognized the independence of Texas, although he would resist attempts at annexation in
order to avoid splitting the Democratic party on the slavery question. Jackson’s last months in office would be
clouded by the consequences of his destruction of the national bank. That would be followed by wildcat
expansion of paper money, land speculation, and inflation, which Jackson would attempt to halt with the
Specie Circular of 1836, requiring payment of federal obligations in gold or silver. This measure likely would
help precipitate the Panic of 1837, but by that time Jackson would have yielded office to his successor, Van
Buren, whose victory in 1836 over a disorganized Whig party would be in large measure a testimony to the
political invincibility of his patron.

13.

Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang).
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1834
At the institution of higher education which would become Brown University, the original College Edifice of
1770, which is on the right in the postcard image below, had been supplemented in 1822 by the Hope College
structure on the left. In this year Manning Hall was being added, between these two edifices.)

A Providence lawyer named Thomas Dorr was elected to the Rhode Island legislature.

READ EDWARD FIELD TEXT
A facetious monody on Sam Patch of Pawtucket, Rhode Island was issued by Robert C. Sands in his
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WRITINGS, in volume 2, on page 347.

ROBERT C. SANDS
At this point the Providence, Rhode Island Baptists renovated their meetinghouse, removing the 126 square
pews on the main floor. They tore out the old pulpit and sounding board and installed a pulpit having long slips.
Zachariah Allen invented an automatic steam-engine cutoff.
May 20, Tuesday: Students smashed the furniture of the Greek recitation room at Harvard College, and later
that day they stoned dormitory windows.
Abba Alcott had a miscarriage and came close to dying. Bronson Alcott moved back in with his family.

Once did I wander a little way from the Kingdom of
Heaven, but childhood’s sweet and holy voice hath
recalled me, and now I am one with them in this same
Kingdom, a child redeemed.

Lafayette died in Paris. At his order, trunkloads of soil he had brought back from Bunker Hill would be used
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to top off his grave.14 Whence Henry Thoreau’s sarcasm:
WALDEN: Every man is the lord of a realm beside which the earthly
empire of the Czar is but a petty state, a hummock left by the
ice. Yet some can be patriotic who have no self-respect, and
sacrifice the greater to the less. They love the soil which makes
their graves, but have no sympathy with the spirit which may still
animate their clay. Patriotism is a maggot in their heads.
LAFAYETTE
SAM PATCH

In Bunker Hill Soil

14. Hence the WWI slogan which is sometimes translated as “Lafayette, you are icky.” :-)

PEOPLE OF
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Americans would learn of their French hero’s death on June 19th:

SAM PATCH
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Where would Henry Thoreau get the idiom “maggot in his head” that he would use in WALDEN in regard to
patriotism? He would get it from a bit of doggerel published in this year by Seba Smith about Pawtucket,
Rhode Island’s famous “jumper,” Sam Patch:
But still a maggot, in his head,
Told Sam he was a ninny,
To spend his life in twirling thread,
Just like a spinning Jenney.

READ THE ENTIRE PIECE OF DOGGEREL

PEOPLE MENTIONED IN WALDEN
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1835
William Inman made a scruffy portrait of Nathaniel Hawthorne as of age 31, sporting a man-about-town
mustache and a modified Van Dyke. (This one is quite a bit different from the painting Charles Osgood would
make of him as a clean-shaven lady-killer in 1840 as of age 36.)

Hawthorne wrote several short stories and sketches, among them “The Minister’s Black Veil” and “The MayPole of Merry Mount” which would appear in The Token for 1836, and “Young Goodman Brown,” which
would wind up in the New-England Magazine.
Publication of Hawthorne’s SKETCHES FROM MEMORY, for instance his memories of visiting “Rochester”:
The gray, but transparent evening, rather shaded than obscured
the scene — leaving its stronger features visible, and even
improved, by the medium through which I beheld them. The volume
of water is not very great, nor the roar deep enough to be termed
grand, though such praise might have been appropriate before the
good people of Rochester had abstracted a part of the
unprofitable sublimity of the cascade. The Genesee has
contributed so bountifully to their canals and mill-dams, that
it approaches the precipice with diminished pomp, and rushes
over it in foamy streams of various width, leaving a broad face
of the rock insulated and unwashed, between the two main
branches of the falling river. Still it was an impressive sight,
to one who had not seen Niagara. I confess, however, that my
chief interest arose from a legend, connected with these falls,
which will become poetical in the lapse of years, and was already
so to me, as I pictured the catastrophe out of dusk and solitude.
It was from a platform, raised over the naked island of the
cliff, in the middle of the cataract, that Sam Patch took his
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last leap, and alighted in the other world. Strange as it may
appear — that any uncertainty should rest upon his fate, which
was consummated in the sight of thousands — many will tell you
that the illustrious Patch concealed himself in a cave under the
falls, and has continued to enjoy posthumous renown, without
foregoing the comforts of this present life. But the poor fellow
prized the shout of the multitude too much not to have claimed
it at the instant, had he survived. He will not be seen again,
unless his ghost, in such a twilight as when I was there, should
emerge from the foam, and vanish among the shadows that fall
from cliff to cliff. How stern a moral may be drawn from the
story of poor Sam Patch! Why do we call him a madman or a fool,
when he has left his memory around the falls of the Genesee,
more permanently than if the letters of his name had been hewn
into the forehead of the precipice? Was the leaper of cataracts
more mad or foolish than other men who throw away life, or
misspend it in pursuit of empty fame, and seldom so triumphantly
as he? That which he won is as invaluable as any, except the
unsought glory, spreading, like the rich perfume of richer
fruit, from virtuous and useful deeds.
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1836
The Republic of Texas was founded, with Samuel “Sam” Houston as president, at the point at which the Anglo
slaveholding immigrants had begun to outnumber the Mexican locals of Tejas by about 6 to 1, which is to say,
at the point at which victory in such a struggle had become a certainty — which is to say that the timing of this
conflict was being entirely determined by the Anglo immigrants rather than the Mexican locals. The city of
Houston was founded, and Texas claimed the lands between the Rio Grande and the Nueces River. Texas
would not officially join the Union until the end of 1845, when it would be annexed to the United States.
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The book COLONEL CROCKETT IN TEXAS described an event attributed to this year, having to do with the sort
of personal fighting knife that was being popularized by Colonel James Bowie: “Col. Travis introduced Col.
Crockett to Col. Bowie and, writes Crockett: — while we were conversing, he had occasion to draw his famous
knife to cut a strap, and I wish I may be shot if the bare sight of it wasn’t enough to give a man of a squeamish
stomach the colic, especially before breakfast.”

James Bowie

Davy Crockett
The following remark appears on page 16:
He had chalked out his course so sleek in his letter to the
Tennessee legislature, that, like Sam Patch, says I, there can
be no mistake about him, and so went ahead.
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December: Dan Marble, 26 years of age, was a member of a strolling troupe of performers in Buffalo, New
York. One of his things was the recounting of “Yankee” stories. A Buffalo attorney wrote a play for him as the
star, and titled it “Sam Patch, the Yankee Jumper.” When this played at the Eagle Theater of Buffalo, Marble

appeared as Sam Patch attired in an “Uncle Sam” costume, evidently one with red and white stripes resembling
the US flag. The show would appear next in Columbus, Ohio, using an enormous painted Niagara as a
backdrop for the final scene, and a big trapdoor beneath which were bags and bags of wood shavings. In each
performance Dan Marble would leap 40 feet, landing on these concealed bags of shavings. He would injure
himself repeatedly. The show would then go on to tour Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Memphis, Wheeling,
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and the Bowery Theater in New-York.
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1837
Contracts were let for construction of the Genesee Valley Canal.
The Chenango Canal went into operation.
The Chemung Canal connecting Binghamton with the Erie Canal at Utica was completed.
3,955 boats arrived in the lake harbor at Buffalo, New York during this year and 4,755 boats went through the
Erie Canal.
At Rochester, New York, a wall was built along the Genesee River through downtown. Construction began on
a new Erie Canal aqueduct over the Genesee River. A public market building was erected on Market Street
(formerly Mason Street), which was then renamed Front Street. Wealthy St. Louis fur trader Henry Shaw built
a house for his parents. Mayor Jonathan Child began building a home on South Washington Street. Senator
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Daniel Webster spoke in the Court House square. The city’s first murder occurred. Louis Seyle’s fire engine
manufacturing company at Brown’s Race was destroyed by fire. After his store burned, Austin Steward
relocated to Canandaigua, New York to begin, assisted by his daughter, a school for colored children, and there
he began work on his TWENTY TWO YEARS A SLAVE AND FORTY YEARS A FREEMAN; EMBRACING A
CORRESPONDENCE OF SEVERAL YEARS, WHILE PRESIDENT OF WILBERFORCE COLONY, LONDON, CANADA
WEST.

Revival meetings were held. A Rochester resident, Sam Scott, began to attempt a repris of the jumping career
of Sam Patch.

(This Rochester man’s show-biz career would come to an abrupt completion in London: while attempting to
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perform a public stunt with a rope he accidentally hanged himself.)

HANGING

Crimes Punishable by Death in England:
Year

Number

1800

150

1837

10
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1838
On page 54 of B. Drake’s TALES, &C., issued in Cincinnati:
Why did you play Sam Patch, and jump into the river?
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1839
February 20, Wednesday: The final lecture of Waldo Emerson’s “Human Life” series.
The United States Congress banned dueling in the District of Columbia. In the future political duels would
necessitate a short carriage journey, to fields in the state of Virginia (a venue where such duels also, for
whatever this is worth, were illegal).
Simon Mayr read the 1st part of his HISTORY OF THE ORATORIO AND THE MYSTERIES at the Ateneo of
Bergamo.
According to the Congressional Globe, page 186, Appendix, Mr. Sevier of Arkansas made a comment on the
floor of the US Senate in derogation of the seriousness of attention of the American people:
[They must] at all times have an idol to worship, and a clown
to laugh at; they must have occasionally a Sam Patch, a Morgan,
an Abolitionist, or an Oceola, to marvel at, and to talk about.
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1840
January/February: Knickerbocker Magazine published Thomas Ward’s long poem on Sam Patch, “The Great
Descender” (Edgar Allan Poe would announce it to be “twaddle”).

Gone but still Twaddled

Knew Twaddle
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1842
Abigail McIntire Patch bought a house on Main Street in Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
SAM PATCH
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1844
Dan Marble’s “Sam Patch, the Yankee Jumper” had been followed by “Sam Patch at Home” and “Sam Patch
in France.” For a London tour in this year, his performance was being offered as “Sam Patch, the Jumper.”15

Gone But Not Forgotten
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Prince Albert started a mid-Victorian fad by posing for a portrait while wearing a suit of armor. This gave new
meaning to the old vaudeville joke, “Do you have Prince Albert in a can?” (Vaudeville dates to exactly this
era, as in 1844 an entertainer John “Paddy” Green transformed London’s Evans Music-and-Supper Club into
the 1st music hall.)

15.

Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang).
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1848
June 17, Saturday: Sam Patch’s legacy evidently was “You don’t need to be from Rhode Island in order to be too stupid
to be alive.” It was reported in this day’s newspapers that Hosea Hollenbrook, a lad who did not know how to
swim, had attempted to repeat Sam’s leap at the Genesee Falls in Rochester, New York — and of course had
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not survived.

Gone But Not Forgotten

SAM PATCH
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PISA
Fall:

REDBURN

1849
Herman Melville’s REDBURN, HIS FIRST VOYAGE, BEING THE SAILOR-BOY CONFESSIONS AND
REMINISCENCES OF THE SON-OF-A-GENTLEMAN, IN THE MERCHANT SERVICE was published in New-York:
Looking shoreward, I beheld lofty ranges of dingy warehouses, which
seemed very deficient in the elements of the marvelous; and bore a most
unexpected resemblance to the ware-houses along South-street in New
York. There was nothing strange; nothing extraordinary about them.
There they stood; a row of calm and collected ware-houses; very good
and substantial edifices, doubtless, and admirably adapted to the ends
had in view by the builders; but plain, matter-of-fact ware-houses,
nevertheless, and that was all that could be said of them.
To be sure, I did not expect that every house in Liverpool must be a
Leaning Tower of Pisa, or a Strasbourg Cathedral; but yet, these
edifices I must confess, were a sad and bitter disappointment to me.
Chapter 15, “The Melancholy State of His Wardrobe”: And now that I have
been speaking of the captain’s old clothes, I may as well speak of
mine.... I can not tell how I really suffered in many ways for my
improvidence and heedlessness, in going to sea so ill provided with
every thing calculated to make my situation at all comfortable, or even
tolerable. In time, my wretched “long togs” began to drop off my back,
and I looked like a Sam Patch, shambling round the deck in my rags and
the wreck of my gaff-topsail-boots. I often thought what my friends at
home would have said, if they could but get one peep at me. But I hugged
myself in my miserable shooting-jacket, when I considered that that
degradation and shame never could overtake me; yet, I thought it a
galling mockery, when I remembered that my sisters had promised to tell
all inquiring friends, that Wellingborough had gone “abroad;” just as
if I was visiting Europe on a tour with my tutor, as poor simple Mr.
Jones had hinted to the captain.
Chapter 24, “He Begins to Hop About in the Rigging Like a Saint Jagos
Monkey”: But the first time we reefed top-sails of a dark night, and
I found myself hanging over the yard with eleven others, the ship
plunging and rearing like a mad horse, till I felt like being jerked
off the spar; then, indeed, I thought of a feather-bed at home, and
hung on with tooth and nail; with no chance for snoring. But a few
repetitions, soon made me used to it; and before long, I tied my reefpoint as quickly and expertly as the best of them; never making what
they call a “granny-knot,” and slipt down on deck by the bare stays,
instead of the shrouds. It is surprising, how soon a boy overcomes his
timidity about going aloft. For my own part, my nerves became as steady
as the earth’s diameter, and I felt as fearless on the royal yard,
as Sam Patch on the cliff of Niagara.
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1850
May:

The New Englander and Yale Review (Volume VIII) published an anonymous review of the “Popular
Lectures” of Waldo Emerson in sad contrast with those of Henry Giles, and described Emerson’s style (before
in his dotage he became not only incoherent but also inaudible!) more accurately and more mercilessly than
any other published evaluation. Although the review does not charge Mr. Emerson, in his most accessible book
REPRESENTATIVE MEN; SEVEN LECTURES, with deliberately affecting, now in his advanced state of
“cultivation,” extravagances of sentiment or of expression, merely to make simple minded people stare,
although it does not charge him with insincerity, it does characterize him as a sort of intellectual Sam Patch,
who makes it his profession to go about the world, leaping down precipices, plunging into abysses, in every
deep seeking a still lower in which to expose himself for the sake of the applause and the pay, which men are
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always willing to bestow on any one who is fool-hardy enough to entertain them with such extravagances:
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WALDO EMERSON CHANNELS SAM PATCH
THE NEW ENGLANDER.
NULLIUS ADDICTUB JURARE IN VERBA MAGISTRI.
VOLUME VIII.
NEW SERIES—VOL. II, 1850.
NEW HAVEN:
PUBLISHED BY JOHN B. CARRINGTON.
PRINTED BY B. L. HAMLEN,
Printer to Yale College.
ARTICLE 11.—POPULAR LECTURES.
Representative Men; Seven Lectures. By R.W. EMERSON. Boston:
Philips, Sampson & Co. 1850. l2mo, pp. 285.
Lectures and Essays. By HENRY GILES. Boston: Ticknor & Co. 1850.
2 vols. l2mo, pp. 617.
PERHAPS Mr. Emerson, or if not he, perhaps some one of his
devoted admirers, may be still so far short of absorption into
the Buddhist heaven of indifferentism to all human concerns and
opinions, as to have some little curiosity to know what
impression is made by his oracular “utterances,” upon a mind not
gifted with sufficient insight to trace in them the undoubted
evidences of their inspiration. Supposing some such curiosity
to exist, we wilt endeavor to satisfy it as fully as possible
in the outset, only premising that we judge of Mr. Emerson
entirely by what he exhibits of himself in the volume before us,
and that as thus exhibited, he must appear to “eyes that have
not been opened” in his most favorable aspect, since this book
is acknowledged to be the most nearly rational of all that he
has yet published. We will state our impressions of the author
in the terms in which his book has engraven them upon our mind
as we have read. We have been reminded constantly of a “promising
boy,” who has been brought up to some sixteen or eighteen years
of age, in a quiet country town, according to the most approved
maxims prescribed and traditional, of the most strict puritanic
orthodoxy. He has thus far profited by his instructions, obeyed
his parents, respected the aged, believed what those wiser than
himself told him, learned the Assembly’s Catechism, repeated a
verse from the Bible at the breakfast table, traveled three
miles, in all weather, the year round, to attend meeting on the
Sabbath, listened to what the preacher said, remembered the text
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and looked it out for his blind old grandmother when he reached
home. The subject of many hopes and prayers, his own as well as
others, he has in the process of time, entered college. There
he soon becomes known as a virtuous, industrious, and successful
student. Gradually the treasures of literature and science are
disclosed before his expanding and enraptured vision, and he
sees a new world, the glorious and boundless creation of human
thought, of the existence of which, he before knew nothing. He
enters with irrepressible ardor upon the study of the great
masters in his mother tongue. By the aid of reviews,
translations and histories of literature, as well as by that of
his own rapidly increasing knowledge of language, he learns
something of what has been thought and done by men of other
times, other lands and other tongues than his own. He is at first
startled and bewildered by the extent and contrariety of their
speculations, the seeming facility with which they overthrow
opinions which he had thought could never be shaken, the
freedom, the self-possession with which they question the
reality of what had been to him the most sacred and awful truths,
the halo with which they adorn characters and deeds which he had
been taught to regard as most fiendish and despicable. By
degrees his admiration for genius, and his interest in the study
of his ideal creations, predominate over his respect for simple
unadorned truth, and his horror of treating even the rudest
semblance of truth with irreverence. He sees that he was
ignorant of the objections that could be brought against his
most fondly cherished opinions, and of the irresistible
fascination that might invest, upon a nearer view, characters
which he had been taught to regard with irreconcilable aversion.
He becomes ashamed of his former self, and in his haste to disown
and then to despise his former narrow views of truth, he loses
his respect for truth herself. In his eagerness to walk by the
new light that has broken upon his unsealed vision, he mistakes
an ignis fatuus for the sun, and while he thinks himself
preparing for a swift ascent to the mid heaven of emancipated
thought, he is only wandering hopelessly, amid bogs, and fens,
and pitfalls, in chase of a meteor. The halo of glory with which
he fancies himself already girded, and which seems to him above
the brightness of the sun, is nothing but the blinding mist,
hovering over the marsh, made visible by the kindling of a
transient and gaseous light, and liable to be changed as
suddenly, by the extinction of the brief meteor, into the
blackness of darkness. But in the mean time, the young
Illuminatus becomes exalted above measure in his own estimate,
by his new initiation into the society of the great “thinkers,”
the seers, and the prophets; the creators and the regenerators,
who rule the development and destiny of mankind by their mighty
words. He strives laboriously to perfect himself in the
difficult art of compounding their mystic and meaningless
utterances, with the obstinately expressive terms of his own
language. He treats his own mother tongue with the most
relentless barbarity, in order if possible to make it rival the
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indefiniteness and obscurity of that of another land, where mist
and cloud are native to the earth and the sky, and where the
dreams of the night are but imperfectly distinguished from the
reflections of the day. His superior talents, and scholarship,
even when so perversely employed, enable him to display unusual
vigor, and an apparent originality, in all that he writes. His
compositions call forth the censure of some, the admiration of
many, and the curiosity of all. And by each he feels himself
equally flattered. And thus vanity induces him to persevere in
the cultivation of a forced and unnatural style of thought and
expression, which his own sincere admiration for even the
deformed offspring of undoubted genius, led him inconsiderately
to begin. The mingled wonder and applause with which the bold
expression of some of his newly acquired convictions is
received, tempts him to go even beyond himself, and to affect a
more entire renunciation of all commonly received opinions, than
he has actually attained in his own mind; to make himself appear
more of a skeptic and doubter than lie really is, only to see
the excess of surprise and horror he can call forth from less
venturesome inquirers after truth. Now we know nothing of Mr.
Emerson’s history “subjective” or “objective.” We know nothing
of the process by which his mind has been made physically and
morally capable of producing such a book as the one before us.
Of course we shall not hint a suspicion that our supposed case
is anything more thin supposed, so far as he is concerned,
however true it may be as a narrative of the process by which
many a brilliant and inquisitive mind, has been led, first by
the sincere spirit of inquiry, and subsequently by its own
vanity, into a state of the most hopeless aberration. We do not
charge Mr. Emerson with deliberately affecting, now in his
advanced state of “cultivation,” extravagances of sentiment or
of expression, merely to make simple minded people stare. All
we say is, this book of his constantly makes the impression upon
our mind, that its author is one, who has been made what he is,
by just such a process as we have sketched in the form of a
supposition, and who now in the maturity of mental and moral
habits thus formed, is led to deal in extravagant paradoxes and
contradictions, by the gaping wonder and the inconsiderate
admiration which they elicit so profusely. We do not charge him
with insincerity. We are told that his personal appearance is
that of a man altogether innocent of any such thing. But we judge
him now only as he appears in his printed book, and that is very
far from satisfying us, that the charge, if made, would be
unjust. At any rate, if he does not express, so far as his own
distorted forms of language can be made to express any thing
intelligibly, sentiments which have little or no practical
influence upon his own mind, which are not sustained by his own
convictions, then surely what is sincerity in him, must be
affectation in other men. But however unwilling he might be to
be judged by the same rules of right and reason that are employed
in condemning or acquitting his fellow mortals before the bar
of criticism, we are all the more inclined not to make him an
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exception, by the fact, that underneath his monstrous
accumulation of barbarism in diction and absurdity in sentiment,
there seems to be a firm substratum of good old Saxon English
and of genuine New England common sense. So that to whatever
depth of absurdity, mysticism or contradiction he may descend,
in his oracular utterances, we must still read with the
conviction that he knows better, and is himself conscious that
he does. Thus, to speak in a style more strictly in sympathy
with our subject, if Mr. Emerson dramatizes himself upon the
great “world stage,” he would be philosopher enough to do it for
his own amusement as well as that of his audience. And hence
this book presents its author to our mind, as one who has
traveled out of the beaten track of human experience and
inquiry, has peeped over those precipices along the pathway of
life, which most travelers think it prudent to avoid, and has
groped his way into the dark caverns that open, upon the earthly
pilgrim’s course, generally keeping himself either out of sight,
or else in exposed situations, and yet seldom so far off as not
to hear the repeated expression from the great body of his fellow
pilgrims, “What a venturesome fellow he is!” He would purchase
the applause of mankind, by braving what they fear, and
despising what they most esteem, even themselves. Thus his whole
manner and bearing seem to say to them— “What miserable little
souls you all are! What an everlasting whining, and whimpering,
you do make about your own petty ideas of happiness arid misery,
benevolence and selfishness, duty and desert, right and wrong,
life and death. How terribly you are frightened at bugbears, and
scarecrows. Do as I have done. Emancipate yourselves from your
childish superstitions. Do not vex and torment yourselves about
the antiquated Hebraisms of heaven and hell, Jehovah and Jesus.
Such things may have been well enough in their time. When they
come as the fresh utterances of great, sincere souls, there are
no higher truths. But you, the miserable commonalty of the race,
what have you to do with poetry or philosophy or religion. Such
high
things
are
altogether
above
the
reach
of
your
understanding; and if you could attain to them, it would be of
no possible consequence to yourselves; for, do what you will,
you are ever ‘on your way to all that is good and true.’ The
truest faith is the belief that all things are good, the veriest
atheism is the belief that malignity is possible, or that any
thing but love and truth can last. And the more you stare and
shudder, with your pietistic horror, at the utterance of such
essential facts in the system of things, the greater fools you
are. And yet, do not think I shall grieve over your folly; for
it is all one with the highest wisdom. You may be afraid of
devils, and punishment; you may torture yourselves with
repentance and sorrow; still I shall be infinitely delighted
with your weakness; for if I were not, I should show myself a
fool or a fanatic as you are, and not a philosopher as I am. My
pleasure at the spectacle of your folly is all the more
exquisite, from the fact that you are all as good and happy as
gods, and yet do not know it. The very undesignedness and
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unconsciousness of your innocence and bliss, give them that
genuineness which alone can make them fit subjects for
philosophic contemplation.” Mr. Emerson does not, in his own
reflections, apply to mankind terms as contemptuous as we
suppose him to use, then he is chargeable with affectation, or
his own books most essentially misrepresent him. I’ve suppose
that each is true in part or by turns. His own language at times,
taken for what it means, if it means any thing, must make him
appear in the character of a much more false philosopher, and
pernicious moralist, than he really is in his own convictions,
and his own practice. For when at other times, the heart and
intellect of the man, get the better of his besetting mania for
abstractions and paradoxes, he shows that he estimates the
realities of life like other men, and can speak of them sensibly
and intelligibly. And so also a part of what he has written,
must be little else than a caricature of himself as well as of
every thing which it pretends to represent, for another portion
shows conclusively, that when the mood of his own inspiration
is not upon him, he thinks and feels like the rest of men. We
must conclude then that his labored misrepresentations of truth
and duty are equal misrepresentations of the sounder philosophy
by which he regulates his daily life, and that his ostentatious
indifferentism to all human concerns and opinions is little else
than affected non-affectation. Our estimate of Mr. Emerson, will
of course appear to some, exceedingly “shallow.” But if we have
succeeded in our endeavor to write intelligibly, that alone will
be sufficient to incur the charge of “halfness” and
“superficiality” from those to whose minds profundity and
obscurity are identical. The moment the thought vaguely shadowed
forth, even in their own most admired oracular sentences, is
stated in plain language, it appears shallow and contemptible
in their estimate. In proportion as any thing comes within the
range of ordinary experience, or makes its appeal to the common
convictions of mankind, it must be to them altogether “flat,
stale and unprofitable.” And whatever may be Mr. Emerson’s
private judgment of such a taste, he is himself responsible for
encouraging, to the full extent of his influence, its
cultivation by others. With all his pretensions to nature, all
his contempt for cant and affectation, the direct tendency of
his influence must be to make his admirers as affected and
unnatural as possible in their style and sentiments. And it
would seem that if the equanimity of so exalted a philosopher
could ever be disturbed by any symptoms of distrust in his own
infallibility, he would at times suspect, that he does not make
himself natural in proportion as he succeeds in his efforts to
make himself most unlike the majority of men; that he will not
convince them of his superior earnestness and “insight” in
proportion as he treats their most commonly received opinions
with contempt. The most original and comprehensive mind is
surely best able to express itself without stumbling continually
upon solecism, paradox or contradiction, and it will most
intensely disdain to court attention by such perverse devices.
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The “great thinker” has least occasion to prove his own
exemption from narrow and prejudiced views by fiercely
satirizing those of others. He will not be found dealing
perpetually in implied comparisons between himself and all other
great “thinkers,” correcting their opinions, and thus showing
himself wiser than they, or finding in their lives and writings
a meaning which nobody else has found, and thus showing himself
wiser than all the rest of mankind. A great mind moves on its
way in the performance of its work like the great powers of
nature, ever silent, progressive, irresistible. The light which
the greatest and truest philosophers shed upon our world,
appears and accomplishes its results like the light of the sun,
which possesses such immeasurable power as to affect every
living thing with its influence, arid diffuses itself so quietly
and uniformly, as to seem to man the most common and
comprehensible of all physical agencies. That light is more
gentle than the zephyr, and it is mightier than a thousand
storms. It gives forth no sound, it has no perceptible motion,
yet it gives voice to the thunders and the harmonies of nature,
and it wakes to life and motion the dead world of material
elements, as well as the whole organized and sensitive creation.
So, to compare small things with great, is the influence exerted
by the greatest of men upon their age and the world. They speak
the language of other men. They do not study to startle or to
attract attention to themselves, but to the truths which they
would enforce. And they bring forward “things new and old,” so
naturally, so fitly illustrated and combined, as that the new
shall seem old from its perfect coincidence with universal
convictions, and the old shall seem new, from the additional
value conferred upon it in the laboratory of creative and
industrious thought. The truest reformer, the teacher, who, in
Mr. Emerson’s sense of the term, is most “divinely inspired,”
does not “strive nor cry.” He mingles with men so as to seem one
of them. He infuses his influence and instruction into the
turbid current of theirs, in so natural a manner, that when they
become purified and enlightened through his ministrations, they
seem to themselves almost to have effected their own
regeneration. But our “Sage of Concord,” (for such he has been
called, and such it would seem he aspires to be considered among
men,) appears to act upon the conviction, that he shall make his
own heroes, his “representative men,” and by implication himself
also, great in proportion as he makes them speak another
language than that of this world, occasionally bringing them
within the range of human intelligence, only to overthrow and
confound all previously received ideas. If, for a rarity, in
their name or his own, he has set forth a great truth, in clear
and appropriate colors, he must next show his artistic skill by
giving it a stygian back ground of as decided falsehood. Thus
it is by alternate steps in opposite directions, that he
endeavors to “keep on his way” towards his own ideal of all
perfection, “of which every thing can be affirmed arid denied.”
At one time he takes to himself the credit of the most enlarged
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and indiscriminate faith, professing to believe in all creeds,
all philosophies, all mythologies; finding equally “high truths”
in
theogonies,
cosmogonies,
purgatories,
metempsychoses,
nirvanas; quoting with equal reverence, the Mohammedan Koran,
the Parsee Zendavesta, the Hindoo Vedas and Puranas, and the
Hebrew Bible. And then anon he renounces all faith, even in
himself; gives all others fair warning not to believe in him,
and seeks to dissuade all from believing in anything else. Now
he professes to embrace all, the lowest and the highest, the
purest and the most corrupt, in his most catholic and constant
love. Arid then again, ere you can reciprocate such generous
affection, he sneers at the very idea of loving at all. On this
page we find him representing truth, as if it were immutable,
everlasting, ever attainable, ever to be sought, ever to be
relied upon as a sure dependence. On that, truth and error seem
to have become convertible terms, or “one as the other,” the
greater the truth the greater the falsehood; the more devout the
saint, the more abandoned the sinner. Here he talks of man as
if he were the creature of circumstances, helplessly subject to
material laws, himself “animated chlorine,” “a chemic lump,”
endowed with the capacity of thinking, of the same substance
with the dust which he treads upon, all of which will, like him,
“in its turn speak and reason,” when he has gone to mix forever
with the “elements.” But then again, our philosopher speaks of
man as able to subdue all things to himself, represents him as
“eudogenons,” producing all external things from within himself,
ruling his own destiny in spite of the gods or the “fatal
sisters.” And so swings the perpetual antithetic see-saw; from
truth to error, from reason to folly, from light to darkness.
It is much to be regretted that a mind, possessing so great
natural and acquired superiority, should spend its strength so
uselessly, not to say perversely. It is much to be regretted
that one, so little predisposed by taste or constitutional
temperament to the grossness and reckless malignity of vulgar
skepticism, should yet be led by mere caprice, to affirm at times
the truth of many of its most monstrous and pernicious maxims.
But however much error and absurdity may be found in all that
Mr. Emerson writes, we are not apprehensive that any very
extensive or permanent evil results, will spring from the
influence of his publications. When we first heard of his
delivering these lectures, and of the applause which they were
said to elicit from crowded audiences; when we saw reported
particular sentences, which were said to have been received with
the clearest tokens of favor; especially, the some what famous
“utterance,” that “man though in brothels or jails, or 01)
gibbets, is on his way to all that is good and true;” we were
disposed to share in the fears that were felt and expressed in
various quarters, as to the disorganizing and corrupting
influence which such lectures must exert. But reading them as
they are now presented to us on the printed page, has almost
entirely
dissipated
such
apprehensions.
if
the
pure
ridiculousness of laboriously writing out, and gravely reading
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to large assemblies, such gratuitous absurdities as may be found
strewed profusely all through the first four of these lectures,
arid occasionally in the remaining three, could not call forth
seine exhibitions of noisy emotion from a “Boston audience,”
then certainly the good people of our American Athens must
surpass all others in the imperturbability of their temperament.
It seems to us, on reading the book, scarcely possible that any
hearer could have so far forgotten himself as to suppose for a
moment, that the lecturer was enunciating truths, which should
have a bearing upon his belief, practice, or obligations. And
the applause elicited by these feats of daring in moral
gymnastics, may indicate just as little danger that the hearers
would be prevailed on to put in practice what the lecturer said,
but could not have convinced them that he believed, as the
redoubled cheering with which fool-hardy feats of strength and
daring in the circus are received, indicates a danger that the
crowd, occupying the seats of the amphitheater, may be led by
admiration of such exploits, to descend into the arena and
enroll themselves as apprentices tinder the master of the ring.
However sincere or unaffected Mr. Emerson may be in his personal
appearance, or in his own consciousness, he chooses such a way
to exhibit himself in what he writes, that his readers, at least,
if not his hearers, are fully justified in looking upon him only
as a sort of intellectual Sam Patch, who makes it his profession
to go about the world, leaping down precipices, plunging into
abysses, in every deep seeking a still lower in which to expose
himself for the sake of the applause and the pay, which men are
always willing to bestow on any one who is fool-hardy enough to
entertain them with such extravagances. And as the veritable Sam
Patch has had an occasional imitator, so our oracular Sage, may
sometimes secure a hearer who is simple-minded enough to suppose
he is listening to the words of a prophet. But the great majority
of both hearers and readers, though they may smile or wonder or
even inconsiderately applaud, will yet look upon these “orphic
sayings,” as compared with the firm, urgent, and intelligible
truths, which bear upon men’s duty and destiny, very much as
they look upon the feats of strength and daring exhibited in the
arena, as compared with the quiet, yet constant and energetic
toil of that honorable industry, which feeds and clothes and
enlightens the nations. There is much folly, if we judge the
author as we do other men we must say there is much wickedness,
in his book; yet, considering the extent and intensity of each,
the folly is the most harmless, and the wickedness is the most
inconsequential, that we have recently observed. The chief
injury which it will effect, must be produced in very much the
same way, that bear-baiting, prize-fighting, and public
executions
tend
to
corrupt
the
general
morality,
by
familiarizing the minds of many with things horrible and
revolting. The moral sense of the reader is in danger of
suffering from the influence of this book, mainly because he can
not easily even see the divine majesty of truth treated with
such irreverence and indignity, and not himself be made less
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sensitive to her wrongs. We must however, in strict justice to
Mr. Emerson, admit, that with all that is absurd, and all that
is false, in his book, there is much that is of an entirely
opposite character. The lecture on Napoleon, throwing out of the
account some characteristic attempts at a far-fetched theory,
is quite as good as any thing we have seen in the way of efforts
to delineate the prominent features of that most extraordinary
character. And we are inclined to attribute Mr. Emerson’s
success in that instance mainly to the fact, that he seems to
have regarded his subject as one, which even he, consistently
with his reputation as a philosopher, might make intelligible
to the common mind. However that may be, that lecture alone is
sufficient to show that its author is altogether strongest, not
when the phrensy of his moon-struck madness is upon him; but
when he yields himself most fully to the guidance of his still
remaining reason. Unlike this however, most of the sketches seem
to have been drawn, not from any distinct impression of what the
individuals themselves were, but from a dim, uncertain,
conception of an ideal character. In all that is said of Plato,
there is scarcely personality enough to excuse the introduction
of the name. The author evidently endeavored to delineate his
own absurd ideal of a philosopher, and then named the picture,
Plato. And surely, if we are to receive it as a likeness rather
than a fancy-piece, there was much need that he should keep
constantly before our eyes the inscription—” this is Plato.” He
speaks of the Grecian philosopher, and of our English
Shakspeare, very much as it has come to be the fashion with many
of the critics, essayists, and lecturers of the times to speak,
not only of those two greatest, least understood, masters, but
also of any other minor hero on the field of thought or action,
whom they may choose to emblazon with the splendors of their
“intense” rhetoric, and in describing whose minutest trait or
deed, they would throw open the “unchoked channels and flood
gates of expression.” They would represent their hero, of
whatever name, as great above all men, in every thing which is
to them a conceivable human excellence or power; and thus,
whatever they chance to fancy will augment that greatness, they
ascribe it to him, without reserve or discrimination. And they
repeat, in so many disconnected, indefinite, and irrational
forms, their ascriptions of greatness, that the consistency and
intelligibility of one of their essays or lectures, remind the
reader of the scene at Ephesus, when “the whole city rushed
together into the theater, the more part not knowing wherefore
they had come together, yet all with one voice, about the space
of two hours, cried out great is Diana of the Ephesians.” The
reader or hearer rises from his two hours sitting. with the
impression that his essayist or lecturer has beet struggling to
make the subject of his criticism appear great, great, GREAT.
And his enlightenment, from the patient perusal or hearing of
so many intense epithets and rugged or rounded periods, “bath
this extent no more.” Thus Mr. Emerson, without any attempt at
proof or argument, piles assertion upon assertion, that all
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subsequent products of the human mind, were first generated in
Plato’s. “Out of Plato, come all things that are still written
and debated among men of thought.” All subsequent advances made
in science, art, literature; philosophy, morals, religion, are
but developments of what existed in the mind of the world’s first
and
sole
philosopher.
“Christianity,”
“Calvinism,”
“Mohammedanism,” were all in Plato. So thoroughly prepared is
the reader, as he advances, to find asserted in the same strain,
any thing which could be made the subject of an assertion, that
he is a little inclined to feel that his author is falling below
himself, in not declaring that gunpowder, printing, the steam—
engine, railroad, cotton gin, electric telegraph, were also in
the mind of Plato. For Plato was great, and the ambitious
eulogist, of Mr. Emerson’s stamp, seems to suppose, that he
shall make greatness apparent and impressive, in proportion as
he loads it with the most startling and incongruous epithets,
and ascribes to it the most supernatural endowments and
achievements. In all his attempts to delineate character, Mr.
Emerson seems to be governed by a conviction, that there is a
peculiar dramatic element in the constitution of his own mind,
which enables him to speak infallibly the sentiments of another;
for the time, “to become him.” But the reader “must have a most
uncommon skull,” who can for a moment forget, that it is the
same Sir Oracle who speaks, whether it be by the mouth of Plato
or Swedenborg, Montaigne or Goethe. And it seems to be this
confidence in his Protean “many sidedness,” his fancied ability
to sustain the most varied impersonation, which leads the author
in the present volume, into most of his extravagances. While he
conceives himself to be speaking appropriately in the character
of another, to have become for the time, the skeptic, the mystic,
or the philosopher, he is only giving utterance to the fondly
cherished conceits of his own mind. And the reader is to be
pardoned, if many times, he receives these as if they were
intended to be, as they really are, the writer’s own. For it is
indeed not easy to tell when Mr. Emerson is himself, if he is
not so throughout. Yet if he should ever experience a return of
so much reason and conscience, as would lead him to feel
responsible for his opinions, and consequently to deny or to
defend any that might be ascribed to him, this transparent
figment of dramatizing himself in the several incarnations of
philosopher, mystic, skeptic, might serve him very effectually
for the purpose of self-defense. There are very few of what seem
to be his favorite passages, which he might not acknowledge, or
deny, at pleasure, on that principle. Bit whether the sentiments
thus renounced would rightly represent the persons to whom they
were transferred, or whether those acknowledged would be such
as the writer would safely hold himself accountable for, is a
question, the right decision of which, we fancy, would place Mr.
Emerson’s reputation, both as a genius and as a moralist, in no
very enviable light.
Passing from the first of the books named at the head of this
article to the second, is like awakening from the darkness, the
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confusion, the blind and baffling struggle of some horrible
nightmare dream, and seeing, on the sudden recovery of
consciousness, by the first glance through the curtainless
window, that the day has broken, and that the sun, coming forth
from the chambers of the morning, is illumining a world which
is as fair, and firm, and real, as it was when last seen bathed
in the light of his setting beams. While we are endeavoring to
obtain some views of the world and of mankind by Mr. Emerson’s
aid, we are but as the half recovered blind, seeing “men as trees
walking.” And the dimness or the distortion of our vision is so
complete, that men and things appear, interchangeably, now as
monsters of glaring hideousness, arid now as the shifting
outline of impalpable shadows. And so all forms of the visible
world, the glory of the “human face divine,” as well as eternal
laws and unchanging truths, distorted, jostled. turned upside
down in the giddy phantasmagoria of our borrowed vision, are
made to reel to and fro in delirious or intoxicated dance,
“alternating Elysian brightness with deep dreadful night.” Such
is the world, such is the universe to us, so long as we look for
the interpretation of their realities and their mysteries, to a
prophet, who himself seems to be possessed by a blind and dumb
devil. We need no borrowed lens, in order to see the world as
it is exhibited in the perspicuous style, and the generally
rational sentiments, which fill these two volumes by Mr. Giles.
He affects to possess no more of the “vision and the faculty
divine,” than mortals may possess consistently with the
maintenance of their reason, their faculty of speech, and their
sympathy with the joys and sorrows of this earthly life. And by
the aid of that vision, we see the material world firm on its
foundations as of old, and the truths which affect man’s duty
and destiny, clear as the sun in heaven and unshaken as the
throne of the Eternal. Mr. Giles can not be said to express his
thoughts entirely in “that colorless language which like the
cloudless atmosphere exhibits objects without exhibiting
itself.” But his style approaches quite as near that only
perfect standard, as that of the author to whom he applies so
elegant and appropriate a description. He is content to express
his thoughts clearly and elegantly, just as they lie in his own
mind, not disturbed by the fear, that because their full meaning
is understood by the reader, they will be thought less profound.
It is indeed nothing to his discredit that he has neither
strength nor depth of thought, as many writers and readers
understand those qualities. In their estimate, strength consists
in little else than the reduplication of certain constantly
recurring epithets of intensity; and what seems to them, depth,
even beyond the reach of ordinary perception, is as readily
secured, by the use of the most general arid indefinite terms,
to express thoughts that are still more indefinite in the
writer’s own mind. We have said that Mr. Giles’s language does
not perfectly exhibit the thought without exhibiting itself. But
it is questionable whether that perfect standard be the one best
adapted to the purpose of popular lecturing. It is very doubtful
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whether the attention of any audience, could be chained to a
subject, in which they had before felt no special interest, by
a written discourse, the style of which did not occasionally
betray, to a critical observer, the labor and the art of
composition. The studied comparison, the brilliant antithesis,
the well turned period, the unaffected alliteration, the
carefully worded apothegm, the occasional sentence modulated
with all the grace of poetic numbers, are perhaps some of “the
faults” to which Mr. Giles refers in his preface, as marking
this class of compositions, and which he admits his own to have
“in full measure.” But when they are used not merely for effect,
nor in greater excess than in these volumes, and when the main
interest of the composition is made to depend upon far higher
qualities, even such as have no need of studied ornament or
labored exaggeration to ensure attention, then the sound good
sense of the writer is all the more acceptable, because it is
expressed in language which by its very structure is perceived
to have been carefully chosen. We have been the more gratified
in reading these volumes, from the fact that we opened them in
the outset, with an unfavorable impression, derived from what
was designed to be a decidedly favorable notice of the author,
by some newspaper critic who quoted, in confirmation of his
criticism, the passage on “fat men” in general introductory to
the lecture on Falstaff. That passage is indeed labored and
ingenious; but considered either in itself, or more especially
in connection with the earnest, practical tone of each
succeeding article, it is, to our mind, more decidedly in bad
taste than any thing else in the two volumes. It is almost the
only passage in which the heart of the writer seems to be
wanting. It is little else than sentence making, where the labor
of the composition effectually kills the designed humor of the
sentiment. The gross conception of obesity is so denuded and
draggled out, that the author will hardly win our thanks or
provoke our laughter, by making a “tun of man” our “companioti.”
And as to Falstaff himself, leaving out of the account all the
fine spun theories arid acute speculations of Mr. Giles, and of
every other critic upon the transcendent genius of Shakspeare,
we much prefer that the great dramatist should be his own
interpreter. “Falstaff, a type of Epicurean life,” has a
classical and philosophic air, and may therefore arrest the
attention of the curious and the speculative; but Shakspeare
himself was not such, nor did he write for such. Ask him what
is the abstract idea of Falstaff, and he would answer, by the
mouth of Prince Henry, in terms which, if abstract, are not very
difficult of comprehension, “That reverend vice, that grey
iniquity, that father ruffian, that vanity in years.” Mr. Giles
indeed endeavors to bring his speculations upon Falstaff to a
safe moral conclusion; but the speculations themselves, though
ingenious and for that reason attractive, are founded upon an
implied faith in the infallibility of Shakspeare s genius; upon
the assumption that one of his characters is equivalent to one
of nature’s, and may be dissected and reasoned upon as such. But
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unfortunately, that degree of faith in the great dramatist, is
mostly confined to those who have occasion to write lectures,
essays, or reviews, upon subjects that have been already a
thousand times exhausted, and out of which they must yet
endeavor to evolve something new. If these voltimes are a fair
exhibition of Mr. Giles’s mind, he is certainly far more
brilliant, sensible, and effective as a writer, when, avoiding
all speculation upon the world of books that have been written
by others, he turns his attention directly to the world of men
and nature as it is. Thus those portions of these lectures,
especially of those upon Crabbe and Elliot, in which the works
of the writers themselves are lost sight of; are incomparably
the best. His forms of expression are most happily chosen, and
his vein of thought is most rich and suggestive, not when he
attempts to criticise or commend the manner in which Elliot and
Crabbe have described the condition of the laboring and
suffering poor, but when he describes that condition himself.
And this observation brings us directly to the leading object
which we had before us, in classing together for the purpose of
review, two authors so unlike each other as Mr. Emerson and Mr.
Giles. Unlike as they are in other respects, they agree very n
the several particulars, of being “popular lecturers,” and
writing mostly on what others have written, yet writing best,
when attempting to expound or criticise or commend other writers
least. Even Mr. Emerson can keep himself mostly within the
bounds of rationality, so long as his subject is one so definite
and practical as “The Man of the World.” But Jet him give out,
that he is to expound some great philosopher, to detect the
hidden sense of some night walking mystic, rendered a sleeptalker and a sleep-writer by coffee and tobacco, and then we may
expect a visitation from the east wind accompanied with fog. And
Mr. Giles, with all his genuine good sense, clearly and
elegantly expressed, can never find his way to the heart of
“mixed and popular assemblies,” so long as he addresses to them
refined criticisms upon authors, whom not one-tenth of the
people have ever read. And hence we consider it little better
than entire loss of labor on the part of the lecturer, and of
time and money on the part of hearers, when the Lyceums of our
New England towns are induced to give their valuable winter
evenings to attendance upon the recital of such fine spun
criticisms, upon the thousand times criticised works of the
great masters in literature from Shakspeare down. If the
lecturer, possessing the requisite organs and sensibilities to
read as well as Mr. Giles writes, and having spent as much study
in the endeavor to master an effective style in elocution as he
doubtless has to master a perfect style in composition, were to
read portions of our great authors, accompanied with brief and
appropriate explanations, before such Lyceums, the audience
would be more entertained and instructed by the thoughts of the
master himself; than by the elaborate exposition of any aspiring
critic.
But be that as it may, there is, as we believe, a still better
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course. And we justify ourselves for attempting to show it, by
the fact, that the interest in popular lectures has to so great
a degree subsided within the last few years, that in numberless
instances, they have been abandoned altogether; and where they
have been sustained, they have been not unfrequently, nor
perhaps unjustly, regarded as a wearisome infliction upon the
patience and judgment of hearers. The volumes of printed
lectures issued from the Boston press, after having been
delivered in that metropolis, and before various Lyceums
elsewhere, sufficiently show that there is no want of ability
in the writers. And yet we know very well from personal
observation, that these same lectures, which are most highly
wrought as literary productions, and which have elicited the
most flattering encomiums from the daily and weekly press, have
proved entire failures when delivered to any other audience than
the select one at a college commencement, or the few hundreds
of a somewhat literary taste who can be gathered in a large city.
The audiences have sat through their delivery with listless
inattention, and have gone away neither wiser nor better. The
majority may perhaps have praised the lecture in some indefinite
terms, but they have done it, more from the fear that if they
did not they should be thought deficient in taste or judgment,
than because it has stirred them lip to more active thought, or
increased the amount of their practical knowledge. And the
failure has been owing, not to want of intelligence on the part
of the audience or of ability on the part of the lecturer, but
to the inappropriateness of the style and subject of discourse.
The lecture might have been read before a literary club, or
published in some literary magazine or review, and then, the
bond of interest which had gathered the hearers or selected the
readers, being the same as that which had influenced the writer
in the choice of his subject and the finish of his periods, he
would, of course, have found no want of attention or of applause
from either. But farmers and mechanics, village tradesmen and
factory operatives, amid the lawyers and physicians and
clergymen, who work among them with an industry worthy of their
profession, are too much absorbed in the practical realities of
life, to spend the few precious hours of their leisure, in
attendance upon the carefully modulated recitations of a merely
literary critic, who may justly be esteemed by them little else
than an ambitious phrasemaker. They will consider it of very
little consequence how skillfully one of Shakspeare’s characters
may be dissected, or how many antithetic assertions, and
rhythmical cadences, may be strung together in the form of an
essay on “Genius,” if they remain uninstructed in the more
pressing realities of life. They would rather have the lecturer
dilate upon the structure of their own frames, than upon that
of a sentence. They would rather be made to understand the living
man as he is, body and soul together, with all his “senses,
dimensions, affections, passions,” than to be present at the
nicest and most graceful dissection of an ideal personage, which
“nature ‘s journeyman has made and not herself.” And who shall
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say that they are not wise in their preferences? Who shall say
that they are not more competent judges of their own wants, than
the mere essayist, who criticises only for the sake of
criticism, avoiding all reference to the real sources of human
subsistence and enjoyment, lest he shall seem utilitarian; and
who speaks of literature, as if in that alone, could be found
the end and aim of man’s existence. It is a very shallow device
for self-gratulation to which such a lecturer resorts, when he
charges the want of attention at his recitations, and the
obstinate refusal to applaud his studied wit and rhythmical
sentences, upon a want of mental cultivation among his hearers.
They ask to be instructed in sound practical truths, not amused
by prettiness of speech, or the forced conceits of cloister
criticism. Men, whose daily music is the clanging of the hammer
and the groan of the engine, or who have been accustomed from
boyhood, in the open country, to the sound of winds and waters,
to the thunders of the storm, and the more awful silence of the
cloudless night, are not to be pronounced dull of hearing, if
they refuse to give attention to any thing else, than the good
old Saxon of their mother tongue, the strong, iron bound vehicle
of just and practical thought, which can be doubly loaded with
its appropriate burden and not break down. When the lecturer
addresses them in that language, they know in the outset that
he has something to say. They know that his words will not serve
him in the endeavor to conceal thought or the want of it. They
know too, that when men use such language, they must speak of
things that belong to the realities and necessities of human
life. In order then that popular lectures may actually secure
to the community at large any considerable portion of the good
that was once anticipated from them, and may consequently be
sustained with a corresponding interest and liberality;
lecturers must be employed who can give a good answer for
themselves when they are asked, “What can you teach us?” It is
instruction that our people want on such occasions, not an
hour’s rehearsal of tinisms and paradoxes; not high wrought
eulogisms upon authors that are never read, or minute analyses
of characters that never existed. They wish to learn truths
which are sufficiently ponderable to be weighed in the balance
of their own judgments; which may be tested by their own
observation, and confirmed by their own study; and which may be
turned to practical account in the various exigencies of daily
life. And there is no want of subjects, from which such truths
can be drawn, and so presented, as to be perfectly understood
and appreciated by any audience convened as a New England
Lyceum. The whole domain of the physical sciences, embracing
within the compass of its investigations, all objects, all
agencies, all laws, existing or acting, in “the heavens above,
the earth beneath, and the waters under the earth”—the countless
orders of animal and vegetable life, spread through every zone—
all the elements of the material world, from the mightiest and
most mysterious, down to the “dull clod which the rude swain
turns with his share and treads upon” —all the multiplied, and
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constantly developing methods of bringing those original sources
of exhaustless power and productiveness into subjection to man’s
convenience and advantage —all that is known, and all
discoveries that may be made. in reference to the physical
conformation, productions, climate, inhabitants, manners,
customs, history, of any portion of the earth’s surface — every
step of progress in the useful arts, every chemical combination,
every new application of the mechanic powers for the purpose of
increasing and perfecting the amount of useful production — all
reasonings and investigations, which bring to view the
imperfections and necessities, together with the means of
remedying the evils, of the social state — all judicious modes
of bringing professional knowledge within the reach of all,
stripped of unnecessary technicalities, clothed in the clear,
intelligible language of everyday life, showing the relation of
the citizen to the state, and to his fellow citizen; making man
acquainted with his own constitution, dissipating the numberless
errors and superstitions in respect to the means of preserving
life, and recovering from disease; explaining natural phenomena
as well as mental laws and obligations — every fact, principle
or argument which shall make man understand what he is, and by
what means he can most surely attain the end of his existence
here arid hereafter—all these and all other subjects like them
can be made plain, comprehensible, and instructive to any
audience; and they certainly lay open a field so wide and fertile
that though he, who aspires to bring its riches within the reach
of all, concentrates all his efforts and abilities upon it, he
can not exhaust his theme, and need not tire his hearers. And
whenever popular lecturers are willing to go through with the
study necessary to prepare themselves to write and speak
appropriately upon such subjects, arid whenever Lyceum
committees are resolved to employ only such as are thus
prepared; then lecturers and committees will no longer have
occasion to condole with each other over the want, on the part
of the public, of a disposition to sustain, or an ability to
appreciate, their efforts in the work of general instruction.
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Winter: In the current issue of The International Monthly Magazine of Literature, Science and Art, a balloonist who
had foolishly gone aloft while inebriated was being described as “like Sam Patch, so famous for a similar
absurdity.”

Unforgotten and Not Missed
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1853
Commodore Matthew Calbraith Perry was sent by President Millard Fillmore to establish trade with the
Japanese islands, which had since the 17th Century been entirely isolated from the outside world. On the
islands of Ryukyu and Bonin, the Commodore was making three preliminary visits before being able to go
directly to the main islands of the archipelago. While waiting for a reply from Japan he would make a naval
demonstration by landing marines twice, and would secure a coaling concession from the ruler of Naha on
Okinawa; he would also demonstrate in the Bonin Islands with the purpose of securing facilities for commerce
there. Finally Commodore Perry’s four ships were allowed by the Japanese authorities to drop anchor in Edo
Bay.
US MILITARY INTERVENTIONS
From a remote island, Commodore Perry’s expedition retrieved a castaway Japanese sailor named Sentaro,
whom they proceeded to christen “Sam Patch,” presumably because as a castaway he was in rags. This is what
he looked like after he had a chance to get cleaned up (and this happens to be the very 1st photograph ever
made of a Japanese person):
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1854
Abigail McIntire Patch died at the age of 84. Her property was valued at $17.
According to the New-York SPIRIT OF THE TIMES:
Afore you could say Sam Patch, them hogs were yanked aout [sic]
of the lot, kilt, and scraped.
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1863
August: Sam Patch of Pawtucket, Rhode Island was gone but not forgotten. There was a report of the death of a young
Civil War lieutenant who had recently written home, to his mother:
“I shall rival Sam Patch at a leap, and jump to the head at once.
Three months is enough to make a colonel of me.”16

Still Dead, Still an Inspiration

16.

Johnson, Paul E. SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER. NY: Hill & Wang, 2003
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1870
In Rochester, New York –where Sam Patch had leaped to his death down the falls of the Genesee River– Glen
House was built down in the gorge below the last of the falls.17

Gone But Not Forgotten
The local Democratic newspaper was threatening that if any Rochester men were to continue in a practice of
making rude remarks as ladies walked past them, it would begin to publish their names.

17.

Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang).
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A children’s book was published in New-York, titled THE WONDERFUL LEAPS OF Sam Patch.
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1871
George Armstrong Custer visited New-York in an unsuccessful attempt to find a way to evade military service.
(Are you surprised to learn this?)

Do I gotta?
William Dean Howells’s THEIR WEDDING JOURNEY, his first novel, was published in Bloomington, Indiana
and serialized in the Atlantic Monthly, the magazine of which in this year he was becoming editor. (In this
story of a honeymoon at the Niagara Falls, the groom was surprised that his bride had not heard about Sam
Patch.)

George Armstrong who?
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1891
By the time that Pawtucket, Rhode Island celebrated its Cotton Centennial, a high guard rail had been erected
on the bridge over the river – preventing bold children from jumping from the bridge into the river below the
falls in imitation of Sam Patch. However, there was a parade in honor of Samuel Slater, and Patrick Devlin
seized the occasion to maneuver past this guard rail and accomplish the imitative leap.18

18.

Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang).
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There’s Always One More Idiot

SAM PATCH
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2003
Paul E. Johnson’s SAM PATCH, THE FAMOUS JUMPER (NY: Hill & Wang).
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eventually be offered for a fee in order to recoup some
of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
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in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
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“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”
– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, someone has requested that
we pull it out of the hat of a pirate who has grown out of the
shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (as above). What these
chronological lists are: they are research reports compiled by
ARRGH algorithms out of a database of modules which we term the
Kouroo Contexture (this is data mining). To respond to such a
request for information we merely push a button.
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Commonly, the first output of the algorithm has obvious
deficiencies and we need to go back into the modules stored in
the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and then we
need to punch that button again and recompile the chronology —
but there is nothing here that remotely resembles the ordinary
“writerly” process you know and love. As the contents of this
originating contexture improve, and as the programming improves,
and as funding becomes available (to date no funding whatever
has been needed in the creation of this facility, the entire
operation being run out of pocket change) we expect a diminished
need to do such tweaking and recompiling, and we fully expect
to achieve a simulation of a generous and untiring robotic
research librarian. Onward and upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>. Arrgh.

